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Preface
This master thesis is constructed in order to fulfill the degree of MSc Operations Management and
Logistics at the University of Technology Eindhoven.
Accurately predicting and effectively influencing customer churn risk regarding insurance policies is
the main objective of the thesis project. To do so, principles of machine reliability and maintenance
engineering are adapted and enriched with other disciplines to anticipate on customer behavior
concerning policy termination. Results are this thesis, an optimized machine learning model written in R
code and advice on further business implications for a specific insurance company in The Netherlands.
The included literature review supports the project in providing a scientific framework. The remainder of
this thesis contains a progressive shift from theoretical and statistical insights to an increasingly analytical
and practical approach.
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Executive summary

Project introduction
For insurance companies, it is of major importance to retain a customer base of sufficient magnitude.
This condition ensures that customer (damage) claims are supported by adequate levels of incoming
premiums. Specifically in a price-elastic market however, it is difficult to secure a stable customer base
(LawTeacher, 2013). This thesis project considers churn among collective disability insurance customers,
and more specifically employee absenteeism policies offered to businesses at a Dutch insurance company.
Churn rates are used as a measure for the flow of individuals moving out of the customer base over a
specific period. Even though the total number of customers may stay equal due to an inflow of new
customers, the loss of turnover or customers is generally considered as a negative phenomenon. Over the
course of the years 2013 to 2017, the insurance company faced positive employee absenteeism customer
churn rates. To improve the churn rate for employee absenteeism customers at the insurance company, an
effective method for churn analysis and control should be constructed. Besides investigating churn
motives in the past for informative reasons, prediction of future customer churn behavior increases the
accuracy of premiums receivable forecasting and limits the organization’s financial vulnerability to
customer churn fluctuations. In order to effectively reach the latter, customer-specific predictions need to
be translated to formal statistically driven business interventions (retention investments) that steer
customer behavior regarding employee absenteeism policy termination in the company’s financial favor.
The main research question is therefore as follows:
Main research question: How to design an accurate customer churn prediction model for optimizing
expected financial returns on retention investment?
The prediction model is to be based and trained on data generated and stored by the insurance
company on for example customer profiles, policy terms and revisions, standardized customer behavior
and statistical consequences of past retention investments.
Research methodology
The thesis research is performed using quantitative analysis methods. Qualitative insights are used to
derive meaningful and comprehensible explanations on the methods’ contexts. Solution directions are
inspired by existing literature, while exploratory data analyses and machine learning models are
constructed empirically. As the thesis addresses a particular problem in a specific context and covers
research stages from data extraction to model deployment, the research is of inductive nature.
The research can be classified as a data mining problem. It is aimed at discovering patterns in large
datasets, involving statistical analyses and machine learning. The cross-industry standard process for data
mining model, more commonly known as CRISP-DM, is followed during the thesis project. The
algorithms that are constructed in order to solve the research problem include machine learning principles
to ensure model sustainability and ability to grow responsive accuracy. Furthermore, instead of using the
traditional churn analysis and prediction methods that focus on classifying customer expected to churn in
a predefined time window, this thesis project draws analogies with the study of reliability and
maintenance engineering in order to quantitatively compare effectivity of customer-specific retention
investments. Here, ‘reliability’ of a customer is the probability that a customer is retained by the insurance
company over a given period of time. Principles of predictive maintenance are translated to anticipating
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on customers that are near ‘failure of performing their desired function’, that is, terminating their
insurance policy (churn).
Model formulation and execution
In order to solve the main research question, various theorems, estimation methods and heuristics are
used. First, the prediction of customer retention over time is addressed, by presenting a statistical method
based on retention times and survival probabilities of customers captured in the dataset. To further tailor
the predicted customer retention period based on customer characteristics included in the data attributes,
two feature selection methods support in finding relevant and significant data clustering approaches.
Next, it is explained how to incorporate the practical observation that a customer has already been
retained for a particular period. The reasoning behind this is that the expected conditional probability of a
customer being retained until a certain point of time is increasing in the current policy duration.
Subsequently, the impact of applying retention investments to a specific customer in terms of expected
retention time extension is evaluated. It draws upon the recognition of similar customers that have
benefited from retention investments in the past, and relies on statistically comparing retention behavior
effects corresponding with the various retention investments. Finally, expected retention time extensions
are translated into financial returns. Based on the monetary costs of a retention investment and the
financial benefits of retention time extension to the insurance company, a ranking of decreasing return on
investments per customer-investment pair is constructed, providing an interpretable and prescriptive
overview of actions that the insurance company should take. By assessing the predictive performance and
optimizing model parameters, the optimal performance is validated and proved to outperform a
benchmark churn prediction method. Figure A provides a schematic overview of the relationships
between sections and datasets.

Figure A: Schematic overview of the relationships between sections and datasets
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Results
Key decisions that influence the model’s performance are preferred methods for feature selection
(Cox regression model versus mean decrease accuracy using random forest classification) and for
customer clustering (K-means versus K-nearest neighbors) considering optimal K values. From results
generated by the machine learning algorithms it is concluded that the clustering method K-means using
Km=2 performs best when fed data resulting from the combination (inner join) of the two proposed
feature selections.
To model the interpretability effectivity and return of applying retention investments Aa on customers,
a sample of employee absenteeism policies is drawn randomly. For these cases, the algorithm computes
the optimal action per customer using the clustering method and feature selection method that proved to
be most accurate. After ranking the policies by decreasing net financial returns (retention extension
multiplied with daily premiums receivable pi, minus retention investment cost), the partially fictive results
are as shown in table A (policy numbers are replaced for client privacy). Note that A0 (with C(A0)=0 is
assigned to the event in which no retention investment is done. For the cost of other retention investments
C(Aa) fictive values were used since the real costs are not (yet) available.
Policy
number,
pi (€)
5, p5 = 2,50
2, p2 = 1,40
1, p1 = 2,00
3, p3 = 3,10
4, p4 = 0,98

Retention
baseline
(days)
3158
1571
360
259
1450

Optimal
retention
investment
A2
A2
A1
A0
A0

Retention
investment
cost (€)
91,31
51,14
50,00
0,00
0,00

Retention
extension
(days)
179
200
32
N.A.
N.A.

Net financial return (€)

447,50 - 91,31 = 356,19
280,00 - 51,14 = 228,86
64,00 - 50,00 = 14,00
N.A.
N.A.

Table A: Prescriptions for a sample of employee absenteeism policies

Conclusions and recommendations
The model constructed during the thesis project can be considered as an effective, working prototype
for accurately predicting customer churn and optimizing expected financial returns on retention
investment. Critical attention however is needed for including valid information on retention investments
done in the past. During the thesis project, only limited input of this type is gathered. Therefore, the
insurance company should make efforts in collecting more of the past data or execute the model on
limited data and increase the retention investment data simultaneously over time. In this respect, the
insurance company has already started evaluating how to follow up prescribed actions and register
resulting effects related to churn and retention.
Successful implementation of the prediction model leads to accurate prediction of churn probabilities
among individual customers, retention investment allocation to customers that are expected to yield high
returns on investment, extended customer retention periods and lower churns rates (all other things being
equal). After consulting subject matter experts, it is validated that table A is well-interpretable and actions
are suitable for follow-up, i.e., it is probable that the proposed retention investments are executed in the
insurance company’s real-world practices.
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1. Project introduction
For insurance companies, it is of major importance to retain a customer base of sufficient magnitude.
This condition ensures that customer (damage) claims are supported by adequate levels of incoming
premiums. Specifically in a price-elastic market however, it is difficult to secure a stable customer base
(LawTeacher, 2013).
In order to anticipate on customer base fluctuations, prediction models on both inflow (conversion)
and outflow (churn) of policyholders, policies and (expected) premiums should be developed. These
models can be constructed on aggregate level, or on individual policy level. Both models provide an
estimate on overall financial business performance, while effective implementation of the latter also
enables optimal resource allocation for attracting and retaining customer that are most beneficial to the
insurance company.
The graduation internship company, a Dutch insurer, manages multiple insurance brands. This thesis
project considers churn among collective disability insurance customers, and more specifically employee
absenteeism policies offered to businesses. As there are only few predetermined research constraints
regarding input data, analysis methods and future implementation, the graduation project provides ample
opportunity to explore a range of solution directions and to develop the most effective and efficient
models tailored to the insurance company and its brands.
The following subsections introduce business specific terminology, explain the research background
and announce the formal problem statement, research questions and research motivations.
1.1 Research background
1.1.1 Employer income insurance systems
An employee (temporarily) losing their ability to work can have a number of causes, e.g. sickness,
serious injury or mental disorder. By law, Dutch employers are obliged to continue (partial) salary
payment to their employees that are not able to work, even in cases where the working disability was the
result of a non-work-related event (Rijksoverheid, 2018). To guard against unforeseen employee absence
expenses, companies are able to insure themselves against continued salary payment during employee
absenteeism due to working disability. These income insurance cover (a part of) the expenses for
employers and self-employed individuals for either short-term disability (up to two years), long-term
physical or mental working disability (longer than two years), or both. Additional benefits of an income
insurance policy include expert support for employee reintegration, absenteeism case management, legal
counseling and medical support by independent occupational physicians (Centraal Beheer, 2018;
Generali, 2018; Nationale Nederlanden, 2018). Although income insurance policies are of essence for the
financial stability of relatively small organizations with a limited employee base, none of the three types
of income insurance for companies are obligatory in The Netherlands. This enables especially larger
companies to manage the risks themselves without the help of an insurance company, as they might be
able to independently factor, reckon and handle fluctuations on employable personnel.
Among the employer income insurance types, the research focus product is employee absenteeism
policies (verzuimverzekering). During the first two years of an employee’s working disability, employers
are obliged to carry on paying at least 70% of the salary in The Netherlands. The insurance company
supports insured businesses by (partially) overtaking the financial burden of employee absenteeism
customers.
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After an employee has been unable to work for two continuous years, a government institution
(Uitvoeringsinstituut Werknemersverzekeringen) assesses whether he or she is permanently (fully or
partially) incapable of working. An employer can also insure itself and its employees for income loss due
to working incapability after these two years of absence (Wet werk en inkomen naar arbeidsvermogen,
abbreviated as WIA and translated to ‘Work and Income on a work capacity basis’) (UWV, 2018).
Businesses can opt for this insurance type independent of whether and at which insurance company they
took out an employee absenteeism insurance. Therefore, while employee absenteeism policies and related
customer churn behavior are part of the research, WIA insurance is not in scope of this thesis.
1.1.2 Subscription-based business models
This thesis focuses on churn within an insurance company exploiting a subscription-based business
model. Subscription-based revenue and business models apply when customers pay a periodical
subscription price to access a certain product or service. Before global and national digitalization, the
business model was mainly adopted by frequent publishers of for example magazines and newspapers,
but it is now also used in a range of other sectors. Business model advantages include relatively high
average customer lifetime value (as payments recur along an extended timeline), relatively easy demand
forecasting and business planning, and the possibility to collect customer data over time (Subbly, 2014).
Starting or extending an individual subscription as customer may be periodic, introduced by dynamic
pricing. Dynamic pricing means flexible costs for products or services depending on for example supply
and demand, competitor pricing, macroeconomic factors, and, potentially, conversion and churn
probability of customers (Kopalle, 2001).
Products sold by subscription-based companies vary from commodities and luxury goods to services.
Personalization often is key to success at subscription-based business, especially for products that can be
differentiated by both tangible or intangible characteristics (Sivanathan & Pettit, 2010). An example
product category suitable to subscription-based companies is software as a service (SaaS). Many software
developers are nowadays working with models where revenue is made on a recurring basis to ensure
long-term cash flow facilitating growth of and access to the software. In this way, software developers
maintain control over the products’ pricing, as selling the product at one point in time without time or
usage restrictions interferes with future return on investment (Buxmann, Hess, & Lehmann, 2008). The
recurring nature of providing access to a product or service of subscription-based strategies is beneficial
to organizations in many different markets; other examples are telecom, theme parks, equipment services
(e.g., for heating systems), media/digital content, and lease contracts (e.g., for personal mobility) (Spacey,
2017). Furthermore, insurance companies benefit from contractually agreed services and premiums
receivable to be able to gain long-term net income from providing insurance coverage to clients that on
average claim less than they yield.
1.1.3 Customer relationship management
Customer relationship management (CRM) relates to acquiring, maintaining and retaining satisfied,
loyal customers. CRM can consist of processes designed to improve a company’s relationships, as well as
adhering internal service values (e.g., the customer is always right) (Myron, 2005). As information is
becoming more widely available to customers, understanding (potential) customers and forecasting their
needs and behavior are of increasing importance from a business perspective according to J. Hailwood
and D. Gottlieb (2003). Companies that effectively implement CRM optimize customer loyalty leading to
long-term profitability. However, business success does not only result from local CRM implementation,
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but also involves aligning company-wide, cross-function and customer-focused business process reengineering (Chen & Popovich, 2003).
Companies need to solve challenges related to the recently emerging, customer-oriented ‘sell-buildredesign’ model as replacement for the product-oriented ‘design-build-sell’ model. This includes the
transition from mass-marketing to one-to-one marketing, which is emphasized by the relevance of
retaining existing customers. In this view, establishing a long term relationship with each (insurance)
customer is more favorable than expanding the short-term customer base (Talpau & Boscor, 2011).
Moreover, according to D. Pombriant (2016), customer loyalty should be enforced by customers wanting
to engage with the business, instead of a business wanting to engage with customers. Saarijärvi et al.
(2016) however, argue that current CRM methods are generally product-centric, as selling targets are
hardly aligned with supporting customers’ value creation.
When implementing CRM software effectively, customer data can be collected to turn into analytical
insights useful for forecasting trends and business performance, finding growth opportunities, making key
management decisions, and justifying expenditures for marketing resources. Furthermore, flexible CRM
enables creating new processes to improve data quality by targeting specific customers for data updates
(Boyle, 2004). For this thesis project, data gathered from CRM software is used for exploring and
predicting customer churn behavior. Beliefs cited in the previous of this subsection are exploited in
designing and constructing the model to predict customer churn risk and optimize retention investments.
1.1.4 Customer lifetime value
S. Borle et al. (2008) state that customer lifetime value (CLTV) is used as a evaluating decisions
metric in the context of CRM. They assume that an expectation of lifetime value can be derived when a
customer starts purchasing from a specific business, after which each further transaction potentially yields
a remodeling factor in purchase timing, purchase amount, and risk of defection (churn) from the business.
In this view, CLTV is equal to the economic worth of a customer to the business. Theoretically, it is
derived from the net cash flow that the business expects to receive from the customer over time. P. Berger
and N. Nasr (1998) developed a model to determine the net contribution margin achieved per customer
(equation 1):
(1)

𝑟𝑖

𝑟 𝑖−1

𝐶𝐿𝑇𝑉𝐴 = {𝐺𝐶 ∗ ∑𝑛𝑖=0 (1+𝑑)𝑖} − {𝑀 ∗ ∑𝑛𝑖=0 (1+𝑑)𝑖−0,5 }

In equation 1, GC denotes the (expected) yearly gross contribution margin per customer (revenues
minus cost of sales), M is the relevant promotion costs per customer per year, n is the period length over
which cash flows are to be projected, r is the yearly retention rate (the probability that a customer is
retained in the coming period), and d is the yearly discount rate. As the acquisition costs are not
specifically considered, the model outcome can serve as the maximum acquisition cost value to incur,
since exceedance results in unprofitability of customers. F. Safari et al. (2016) provide an alternative
model, based on three purchase variables: recency, frequency and monetary (RFM). These variables are
included in their CLTV equation for homogenous customer segments (equation 2):
(2)

𝐶𝐿𝑇𝑉𝐵 = 𝑅 ∗ 𝑊𝑅 + 𝐹 ∗ 𝑊𝐹 + 𝑀 ∗ 𝑊𝑀

Terms Wj with j = (R,F,M) denote the weight factor of each of the three variables recency, frequency
and monetary, respectively. The magnitude of these weight factors is dependent on input of available
RFM attributes and assignment criteria. A drawback of this method is that it neglects probability of
uncertainty caused by human judgment resulting in possibly biased decisions. Additionally, as stated by
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S. Gupta and D. Lehmann (2006), CLTV should incorporate the possibility that a customer may defect to
competitors at a certain point of time. Equation 3 shows their proposed CLTV formula for single
customers:
(3)

𝐶𝐿𝑇𝑉𝐶 = ∑𝑇𝑡=0

(𝑝𝑡 ∗𝑐𝑡 )∗𝑟𝑡
(1+𝑖)𝑡

− 𝐴𝐶

In this formula, pt is the price paid by a consumer at time t, ct is the direct cost of servicing the
customer at time t, i is the discount rate or cost of capital for the firm, rt is the probability of customer
repeating a buying action at time t, AC is acquisition cost, and T is the time horizon for estimating the
CLTV.
Provided these three CLTV calculation methods (equations 1-3), generally robust, simple, flexible
and empirically valid CLTV models are not readily available, but they should at least account for cash
flow, timing of cash flow, type of business model and receive empirical validation (Jain & Singh, 2002).
Estimating the CLTV for customers at the insurance company subsequently provides a quantitative
approximation of individual financial return that rationalizes retention investments to a customer that is
otherwise expected to churn. Key findings on assessment of CLTV calculation methods are that an
increased time period in which customer are proven to be profitable to the business is always favorable in
terms of net cash flow. Therefore, minimizing churn risk, and thus maximizing expected retention
periods, of a specific profitable customer results in better financial performance of the insurance company
as a whole.
1.2 Problem statement
Churn rate or attrition rate is the opposite of retention rate, and is used as a measure for the flow of
individuals moving out of the customer base over a specific period. Even though the total number of
customers may stay equal due to an inflow of new customers, the loss of turnover or customers is
generally considered as a negative phenomenon. Especially in highly competitive subscription-based
industries such as the insurance sector, controlling churn rates is important to ensure long-term business
viability. Moreover, loyal customer relationships on average lead to profit increases, as payments are
spread along an extended timeline. In financial services for example, a 5 percent increase in customer
retention results in a 25 percent profit increase (Reichheld, 2001).
At the insurance company involved, churn rate as a net percentage of customers lost over a period can
be determined by dividing the number of customers lost in a certain period by the initial customer base
(equation 4). An alternative calculation method provides the net percentage of recurring business lost, to
add emphasis to the magnitude of a specific customer’s value (premiums receivable) to the business
(equation 5) (Retention Science, 2014). Measuring the churn rate allows comparing the effectiveness of
marketing efforts, value proposition fulfillment and resulting customer satisfaction.
(4)

𝐶ℎ𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒1 =

𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡=0 − 𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡=1
𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡=0

(5)

𝐶ℎ𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒2 =

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑡=0 − 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑡=1
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑡=0

∗ 100%
∗ 100%

Over the course of the years 2013 to 2017, the insurance company faced positive employee
absenteeism customer churn rates according to both calculation methods (equation 4-5). This implies that
inflow of clients was exceeded by their outflow. Figure 1 shows the course of positive and negative yearly
customer base mutations, equivalent to the measure in equation 4. Numbers are indexed for
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confidentiality purposes, meaning the highest number is adjusted to 100 and others are proportionately
reduced.

Figure 1: Annual indexed customer inflow and outflow from 2013 to 2017

Even though the outflow seems to have leveled out over the past five years while inflow is relatively
stable, the insurance company inherently benefits from customer outflow minimization enabling
maximization of total premiums receivable. Following equation 4, the churn rate between January 1st and
December 31st 2017 was equal to 7,4%.
To improve the churn rate for employee absenteeism customers at the insurance company, an
effective method for churn analysis and control should be constructed. Besides investigating churn
motives in the past for informative reasons, prediction of future customer churn behavior increases the
accuracy of premiums receivable forecasting and limits the organization’s financial vulnerability to
customer churn fluctuations. In order to effectively reach the latter, customer-specific predictions need to
be translated to formal statistically driven business interventions that steer customer behavior regarding
employee absenteeism policy termination in the company’s financial favor.
1.3 Research questions
The objective of this thesis is to investigate and predict churn behavior among customers. To do so,
principles of machine reliability and maintenance engineering are adapted to anticipate customer behavior
regarding policy termination. Furthermore, scenario analysis is included to analyze possible outcomes of
various retention actions taken by the insurance company, which are quantitatively derived and
reciprocally compared on the expected financial return on investment (ROI). The main research question
is therefore as follows:
Main research question: How to design an accurate customer churn prediction model for optimizing
expected financial returns on retention investment?
The prediction model is to be based and trained on data generated and stored by the insurance
company on for example customer profiles, policy terms and revisions, standardized customer behavior
and statistical consequences of past retention investments. To simplify answering the main research
questions, five sub-questions distinguish smaller, more manageable problems:
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Sub-question 1: Which stored data is useful for predicting customer churn?
- This stage supports defining the data needs and desires, investigating how to retrieve relevant
sources, assessing data quality and examining the value to the business context.
Sub-question 2: How to design an accurate customer churn prediction model?
- In this step, collected data is explored and analyzed in order to determine appropriate prediction
techniques.
Sub-question 3: How to determine individual customer profitability?
- The objective of this sub-question is to investigate how to forecast a customer’s value provision to
the insurance company.
Sub-question 4: How to compare retention intervention effects on churn behavior for individual
customers?
- This sub-question focuses on statistical assessment of consequences caused by retention actions
performed by the insurance company in terms of customer churn probability.
Sub-question 5: How to optimize expected financial returns on retention investment?
- At last, findings on the designed churn prediction model, insights on the course of customer
profitability, and expected results of retention actions are combined to conclude how to approach an
individual customer in a way that is expected to be most beneficial to the insurance company.
Sub-question 1 relates to determining what data resources are available to construct the prediction
model. Next, sub-questions 2 to 4 focus on designing, developing and testing models and predictions
using statistical techniques. Lastly, sub-question 5 supports combining all prior quantitative results and
introduces a concept viable for practical business implementation.
1.4 Research motivation
1.4.1 Theoretical motivation
Existing literature on churn prediction models is largely based on retail shops, advertising campaigns
and e-commerce webpages. Knowledge on churn prediction in the income insurance industry is not
extensively available yet, especially not for the Dutch type of employee absenteeism policies responding
to the law regarding salary payment continuation during working disability of an employee.
More interestingly, quantitative consequences of different retention actions, investments and resulting
effects have not been thoroughly researched before. By effectively combining statistical churn prediction,
expected customer profitability forecasts and expected return on retention investment analysis, any
subscription-based organization is able to target customers that are at risk of churning, decide formally on
the most efficient intervention, and prevent itself from investing in customers in a way that is not
profitable to the business. Furthermore, interference of reliability and maintenance engineering principles
is predominantly new to the research area related to handling churn (more information is provided in
section 3.3).
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1.4.2 Practical motivation
Even if literature on churn prediction in the income insurance industry would have been widely
available, only tailored solutions and models enable optimal exploitation of all relevant data available to
the involved insurance company. After all, churn motivations for individual customers might differ per
(insurance) company based on provided services and business strategy.
Better understanding of customer characteristics and behavior for predicting churn supports revising
customer retention campaigns, pricing strategy and other service operations. By decreasing individual
churn probabilities, the aggregate retention of customers is optimized, resulting in a more stable customer
base. This growing stability leads to more premiums receivable on average, higher revenues and thus
increased profits, and ensures progressive financial health of the insurance company. Moreover, research
outcomes may expose inefficiencies in meeting the expected service levels, latently stimulating customer
loss.
1.5 Scientific approach
The thesis project relies on quantitative methods mainly. Empirically constructed statistical models
support answering the research questions.
The research is conducted according to the CRISP-DM (cross-industry standard process for data
mining model) guidelines, execution of machine learning techniques, and incorporation of reliability and
maintenance engineering principles. Section 3 covers more details on the research methodology.
1.6 Thesis outline
The following main sections cover the theoretical background (literature review) of the research
questions (section 2), details on the research methodology (section 3), approaches to exploring and
preparing available data (section 4), prediction and optimization model construction (section 5), research
findings (section 6), and conclusions and recommendations (section 7).
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2. Theoretical background
The literature review in this section contains a summary of relevant articles found using a literature
search protocol. Analyzing, predicting and controlling churn are the main themes investigated. Details on
the search protocol are included in Appendix A. The theoretical background provides a view on currently
existing analytical methods to analyze, predict and control churn, and serves as a reference to identify
common research approaches, contradictions between specific authors and scientific gaps in literature.
Conclusions at the end of this section give direction to further elaborating this thesis’ research questions.
2.1 Analyzing churn among B2B customers
Assuming that customers churn because of better perceived quality or less costs for a comparable
products of a competitor, A. Zakaryazad and T. Kong (2012) state that acquiring a new customer can cost
a minimum of five times more than retaining an existing one. Analyzing customer churn supports
retaining market share and maximizing their gained profit from existing customers, or even avoid
irreversible performance deterioration (Ng & Wu, 2007).
To regain and maintain market share and profits, understanding churn appearance and its
consequences does not suffice, and businesses should be able to formally analyze them too. As it is of
natural importance that businesses limit their vulnerability to churning customers, and thus should try to
improve their churn rates, they need to identify problem areas in order to focus and prioritize. Also, when
implementing programs or campaigns to mitigate overall or specific customers’ churn risk, businesses
should be able to estimate their effectivity (Gainsight, 2018).
2.1.1 Data sources
A. Jahromi et al. (2014) used transactional records of business customers of a major online retailer in
their article. The target variable churn is assumed to be dependent of the following predictor values:
number of transactions observed during the calibration period, time of the last transaction in observation
period, time between the first purchase and end of period, and relative change in total spending of a
customer in the second half of the observation period when compared with the first half of the observation
period. Three of their four target variables are following the RFM (recency, frequency and monetary)
model for assessing customer lifetime value, CLTV. Likewise, S. Moro et al. (2014) have listed
characterizing features available to telemarketing. History records are analyzed and general, sectorindependent features that relate to the RFM model according to explored literature are discovered (table
1). Table 1 indicates that one unique attribute is defined to represent the recency and frequency
components, while two input features are generally used to describe the monetary factor.
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Factor
Recency

Frequency

Monetary

Monetary successes

Citation
How recent is the last purchase?
Time of most recent purchase?
Period since the last purchase?
The total days between the day of the latest purchase and
analysis
The period since a customer’s last purchase
How often does a customer buy a product?
Number of prior purchases?
Number of purchases made within a certain period?
Consuming frequency (times)
The number of purchases made within a certain period
The money spent during a certain period
Amount of money of total consuming
The amount of money that a customer spent during a certain
period
How much money does the customer spend per order?
Average purchase amount per transaction?

Table 1: RFM features (Moro, Cortez, & Rita, 2014) (shortened)

Outside the RFM elements, sector specific information can be collected in order to have a complete
view on the churn context. C. Bolancé et al. (2016) analyze churn under (motor) insurance customers as a
function of variables related to policyholder (e.g., sex, age, number of policies in force), policy (e.g.,
policy status, guarantees, discounts applied) and vehicle (e.g., vehicle’s type, main driver’s age). Besides
RFM, information available to churn analyses are of behavioral, demographic or perceived service-related
nature (Coussement & De Bock, 2012) (Jamal & Bucklin, 2006). M. Óskarsdóttir et al. (2018) add
similarity on attributes between churning and non-churning customers as a central reference to their
research.
2.1.2 Retrospective analysis
Preventing customer churn starts with understanding the magnitude and trends of the problem. This is
often the first step for businesses to take positive and effective measures to reduce the propensity to
churning (Feng, 2012). Common methods to track and analyze past churn are roughly categorized as
either cohort reports or churn by attribute. A cohort report analyzes various cohorts of the customer base
and their churn rate over time (Rogers, 2010). In this perspective, a cohort is defined as the segment of
customers who purchased within a certain time frame (for example a specific year or month, e.g., January
2012). The cohort report produces a clean number of the gross outflow of customers (e.g., 5% for January
2012, if 5 of 100 customer who purchased in January 2012 have churned). By moving time frames (e.g.,
comparing cohort reports of January 2012 with February 2012), not only the event of churn is considered,
but also the time period between first purchase and churn (figure 2).
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Cohort
January 2017
February 2017
March 2017
April 2017
May 2017
June 2017

0
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Months since purchase
1
2
3
81%
75%
71%
98%
79%
74%
82%
72%
61%
85%
79%
94%

4
66%
68%

5
62%

Figure 2: Sample cohort report

Figure 1 shows a sample cohort report with a monthly retention rate, the opposite of churn rate, that
gradually evolves over time. This specific example shows a relative high retention at the start of month 1
for the May 2012 cohort. Such an analysis result is worth further investigation to determine which action
(e.g., improving customer service, releasing new product version) coheres to this phenomenon. Insights
gained can subsequently be used to either increase or decrease typical business behavior. Other
conclusions that may be drawn from the course of cohort churn figures are for example that cohorts
initiated in the particular time intervals or seasons are retained more easily (inter-cohort differences), or
that customers become mature over time (flattening retention rates) (Rogers, 2010).
B. Rogers (2010) also provides customer age and customer behavior as example attributes over which
churn can be analyzed. The former aims at analyzing the churn rate of all customer during their first
month of service, second month, and so on. This analysis method results in insights of customer churn
development over the served period, and may be easier to conduct than cohort reports when the business
is active for a longer period (and thus identifies a large number of cohorts). Churn analysis by customer
age (tenure) helps finding the events during customer service that either increases or decreases the churn
risk over time. Spikes in several months, for example month number 12 or 24, may indicate the presence
of annual or bi-annual contracts are generally terminated at their end. This often is an inherent
characteristic of subscription-based business. By comparing multiple groups who were treated differently
during the service period (e.g., in onboarding process or customer service) and determining the most
effective one, helps identifying feasible customer retention solutions. Analyzing customer behavior serves
in determining churn risks per customer based on their activities rather than tenure. For example, the
number of times a customer approached the business for purchasing, asking questions or filing complaints
may correlate with high churn. Especially for intervening customer churn using this method of churn
analysis however, it is of great importance to confirm whether the assumed independent variable is truly
influencing the churn or retention rate, instead of just correlating. Therefore, it is suggested to dig deeper
into behavior that indicates churn, for example by confirming that the absence of such behavior indicates
retention.
2.1.3 Prospective analysis
T. Mutanen et al. (2006) focus on a specific topic in CRM: transfer of valuable customers to a
competitor. This view on CRM effects corresponds to the churn theme of this literature. Customer
retention is strongly correlated with expected CLTV as it affects the length of the service and thus future
revenue, and understanding the magnitude of specific customer churn risks support managing customer
relationships effectively. In other words, customer value analysis combined with customer churn
prediction helps marketing programs target on the specific groups of customers with maximum return on
(relationship) investment. Their paper presents a customer churn analysis in the retail banking sector. By
determining which customers are at risk of leaving and what business is actually lost due to customer
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churn, banks and other organizations can determine what amount of monetary efforts would be
appropriate in stimulating retention. A distinction between CLTV determination for ‘subscribers’ and
‘visitors’ is made by Rosset et al. (2003).
Subscription-based businesses, in contrast to, for instance, retailers, often have to cope with nonsmooth churn probabilities, with spikes occurring towards the contract ending dates (Rosset, Neumann,
Eick, Vatnik, & Idan, 2002). To marketing departments, this given enables allocating resources
heuristically (Au, Chan, & Yao, 2003). Basic analysis of churning customers in for example the banking
sector yields signals as decreasing account balance and decreasing number of credit card purchases that
indicate near churning. Churn analysis would then support predicting which customers are going to churn
and evaluating which action is most effective in retaining these customers. Two more advanced general
strategies exist next to the use of heuristics: algorithm based-strategies and data-based strategies. The
former uses given data to invent and improve algorithms, while the latter tries to augment the existing
database with new data sources. Algorithm-based are largely evolving CRM towards the RFM (recency,
frequency and monetary) principle models, using classifier methods as logistic regression and decision
trees, to more complex techniques as random forest and neural networks. The data-based perspectives
enrich traditional CRM data with geographical, demographic and survey data (Baecke & Van den Poel,
2010). M. Ballings and D. Van den Poel (2012) however, add a third component to the analyzing
problem: the time window.
The time window limits the over-addition of computational burden by estimating more parameters
(algorithm-based dimension), for example by extending the RFM model to an LRFM model (length,
recency, frequency and monetary) (Kandeil, Saad, & Youssef, 2014) or adding more data (data-based
dimension) to the model (Yao, 2009). Therefore, M. Ballings and D. Van den Poel (2012) argue that time
window configurations influence model performance. They have studied the relation between the length
of customer event history and churn classification performance, and concluded that the length of the
predictors’ period is logarithmically related to classification performance. In their case study, a data cutoff period of five years proved to be the optimal level for predicting customer churn at a newspaper
company, discarding almost 70% of their available data. As a consequence, efficiency in the modeling
process can be raised by selecting a time window strategy that allows fine-tuning the input for gathering,
storing, cleaning, preparing and analyzing data.
P. Kisioglu and Y. Topcu (2011) have identified disadvantages of using data mining techniques, as
proposed by among others Y. Chen et al., (2011) for analyzing churn. They mention the inconvenience of
heuristic-based approaches and analytical methods to complicated problems, dependency on
mathematical model for simulation and the need for clear confidential data. In their expectation, a
Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) could provide the advantages of being able to handle missing values by
integrating the probabilities over all possible values of the variable, and of identifying causal
relationships. Thus, according to the authors, BBN adds to understanding the problem domain and
estimating the results. Additionally, BBN enables building a model without consuming much time and
effort. In their paper, BBN was used to specify the relationship between variables and customer churn in
the telecommunication sector. BBN enabled them to find out important insights on customer churn in the
telecommunication industry: explanatory churn variables that correlate strongly with each other,
discretizing continuous variables enhances model efficiency, and scenarios analyses are enables by the
identified causal relations. New variables, such as the number of outgoing calls over different periods in a
day, were added to the model and effectively incorporated by BBN. The authors managed to identify
high-risk churners (low usage, low revenue, short tenure) who could be stimulated towards retention by
special promotions, and found out that subscribers with the right type of premium show less churn.
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2.2 Predicting churn among B2B customers
After having gained the first insights on churn data including those on RFM, businesses may try to
predict churn risks of specific customers (Chen, Hu, & Hsieh, 2015). Collected data consisting of
independent variables, both categorical and continuous, is examined the relationship with the target
variable, being either the retention or the churn probability of a customer (Coussement, Lessmann, &
Verstraeten, 2017). Prediction models can be constructed using various techniques, each with their own
strengths and limitations.
2.2.1 Conventional prediction methods
Regression analysis is a statistical method used to investigate relationships one dependent variable
and at least one independent variable (equation 6). When multiple independent variables exist to predict a
phenomenon, multiple regression analysis is used. Linear regression is used with continuous dependent
variables, while logistic regression is used to predict dichotomous variables. Common purposes of
regression analysis are assessing which independent variables influence the dependent variable, and
quantifying the strength of the relationship between them. Also, estimating the sensitivity of a dependent
variable to changes in the independent variables is facilitated by regression analysis (Jeon, 2015).
According to T. Mutanen et al. (2006), logistic regression can be successful in distinguishing churning
from non-churning customers during a determined time window. The dichotomous, dependent variable is
then calculated as either 0 or 1, indicating whether or not the concerned customer is expected to churn in
the foreseen period or not (Ahn, Han, & Lee, 2006). Advantages of logistic regression for churn analysis
are reasonable performance, interpretability and the possibility to find out the exact contribution of each
factor to the outcome (Nie, Wang, Zhang, Tian, & Shi, 2009). Disadvantages are risk of multicollinearity
caused by strong correlations between independent variables and possibly misleading results when
carrying out causality and impact assessment (Hassouna, Tarhini, Elyas, & Aboutrab, 2015).
(6)

𝑦 = 𝛽0 +𝛽1* 𝑥1 + 𝛽2 *𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑛 *𝑥𝑛

To classify customers as churning or non-churning according to predictions, also decision trees can be
constructed (Lomax & Vadera, 2017). A decision tree is a graph presenting the variables’ relationships in
a top-down manner (figure 3) (Burez & Van den Poel, CRM at a pay-TV company: Using analytical
models to reduce customer, 2007).

Figure 3: Exemplary churn prediction decision tree
(R-bloggers, 2018, https://www.r-bloggers.com/churn-analysis-model-selection/)
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Two phases of developing a decision tree are tree building and tree pruning. Firstly, starting from the
feature to be classified, a decision tree is built. The lower level nodes are then constructed in similar way
to the divide and conquer strategy. Secondly, by pruning, the predictive accuracy is increased and the
complexity is decreased, as removing branches leads to better generalization. Decision trees are easy to
visualize, understand and present. Furthermore, no prior assumptions about the data are needed due to the
lack of parameter dependency. Decision trees can also process both numerical and categorical data
(input), and provide classification on both numerical and categorical classification (output) (Vadakattu,
Panda, Narayan, & Godhia, 2015). Their performance is however reduced by complex interactions among
variables and attributes, and comprehensive decision trees are hard to be visualized and interpreted
(Rahman, Kumar, Fazal, & Siddiqui, 2012).
A common advantage of these conventional prediction methods is the ease of model construction.
Especially in rapidly changing competitive environments, models should be reviewed and perhaps rebuilt
frequently. Also, in case of applied machine learning, revising logistic regression models or decision trees
requires low computational resources, ensuring feasibility of correct application of information-based
services using business analytics (García, Nebot, & Vellido, 2017).
2.2.2 Advanced predictions methods
Depending on the characteristics of available data and prediction difficulty as a function of for
example amount of variables and non-similarity among customers, the mentioned conventional churn
prediction methods are outperformed by more sophisticated techniques.
Next to decision trees, A. Keramati et al. (2014) propose artificial neural networks (ANN) as an
effective information processing mechanism. It is inspired by biological nervous systems and comprises
interconnected elements called neurons, working together as one system to solve problems. The ANN
structure is composed of the inter-neuron connections and the nature of these connections. The way of
training or adjusting the neural network to get to a desired performance level is called a learning process
(Özbakir, Baykasoglu, & Kulluk, 2010). The most characteristic strength of ANNs is their ability to
automatically learn from available data in order to make predictions. They are also able to find hidden
relationships between attributes. ANNs can be categorized into various groups considering their structure,
including Feed-Forwards and Recurrents. A Feed-Forward network’s neurons are grouped into input,
hidden and output layers (figure 4). These networks typically contain unidirectional arrows only, that flow
from input layer towards the output layer, without connecting neurons in the same layer while connecting
them from previous layers to the next one. Recurrents however, are allowed to point backwards to
previous layers. A disadvantage of both Feed-Forwards and Recurrents is that the analyses is black-box in
nature, limiting the ease of explaining the model structure and outcome processing (Luo, Li, Dong, & Lin,
2010).
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Figure 4: Exemplary ANN model with 4 input layers, 5 hidden layers and 1 output layer
(Texample, 2017, http://www.texample.net/tikz/examples/neural-network/)

A. Keramati et al. (2014) also consider K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) as a feasible technique for
classifying expected churning and non-churning customers. KNN is a non-parametric learning, which
means it makes no assumption on the data. Therefore, they are applicable to many real world problems.
KNN is known as a lazy algorithm, that is, all training data are used during the testing phase (Duda, Hart,
& Stork, 2012). KNN uses the distance between records as input for classification. In order to measure the
distance between the points, KNN assumes that all records are measurable vectors in one or more
dimensions. Euclidean distance is one of the most commonly used measuring methods for KNN.
Assuming there is only one neighbor (K=1), a particular case x would need to be classified while its
nearest training data is y, then, according to the nearest neighbor-rule x should be named after y’s label
(figure 5). Even though this method seems naive and unreliable, it has proved to work, and especially
when there are a large number of data points, its result improves. When K is higher than 1 (K is generally
an odd number), the most straightforward way is to find the K nearest neighbors and assign x to the class
to which most of K neighbors indicate. This model can be extended by including a voting weight to each
of the numbers, for example based on the neighbor’s distance to x (Keramati, Jafari-Marandi, Aliannejadi,
Ahamdian, Mozaffari, & Abbasi, 2014). Disadvantages to KNN is the need to determine the value of K
and type of distance used, and high computation cost due to the distance calculation of each of the
predicted cases to each of the K training cases. Besides, imbalanced training data may lead to improper
classification, as the dominant training class has higher probability of being near predicted cases by
coincidence (Vanhoeyveld & Martens, 2018).

Figure 5: Exemplary KNN model (for K=1, the red star-case is classified to class B due to the purple proximity)
(A Data Analyst, 2016, http://adataanalyst.com/machine-learning/knn/)

Y. Xie et al. (2009) propose random forest (RF) models to predict customers’ churn behavior. The RF
model was introduced by L. Breiman (2001) and adds an additional layer of randomness and is found to
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perform very well compared to other classification techniques (Liaw & Wiener, 2002). The strategy of the
random forest model is to select randomly subsets of descriptors to grow trees, with each tree being
grown on a bootstrap sample of the training dataset. The number of descriptors is used to split the nodes,
and is much smaller than the total number of descriptors available for analysis. Weighing and
summarizing the tree outcomes yields the classification (figure 6). Because each tree depends on the
values of an independently sampled random vector and standard random forests are a combination of tree
predictors with the same distribution for all trees in the forest, the standard random forests do not work
well on sets of extremely unbalanced data. This is however an inherent characteristic of the churn data. C.
Chen et al. (2004) propose two ways to handle the imbalanced data classification problem of random
forests. The first, weighted random forest, is based on cost-sensitive learning, and the second, balanced
random forests, is based on a sampling technique. Both methods improve the prediction accuracy of the
minority class and perform better than the existing algorithms. However, both also have their limitations.
Weighted random forests assign a weight to each class, and the minority class is given a larger weight.
They thus penalize misclassifications of the minority class more heavily. Weighted random forests are
computationally less efficient with largely imbalanced datasets, since they need to use the entire training
dataset. In addition, assigning a weight to the minority class may make the method more vulnerable to
noise (mislabeled classes). Balanced random forests artificially make class priors equal by over-sampling
the minority class in learning extremely imbalanced data. However, changing the balance of negative and
positive training samples has little effect on the classifiers produced by decision-tree learning methods. In
summary, there is no clear preference for either weighted random forests and balanced random forests
(Xie, Li, Ngai, & Ying, 2009).

Figure 6: Exemplary RF model
(Global Software Support, 2014, http://www.globalsoftwaresupport.com/random-forest-classifier-bagging-machine-learning/)

Examples of other advanced prediction models are social network analysis (Verbeke, Martens, &
Baesens, Social network analysis for customer churn prediction, 2014) and artificial bee colony algorithm
(Kumar, Kabra, Mussada, Dash, & Rana, 2017). Means for comparison of fitted performance of these two
and all treated conventional and advanced prediction models are included in the next subsection.
2.2.3 Comparison of prediction methods
Methods that predict classes of test cases can be assessed on their accuracy. The accuracy is the ratio
of correct predictions made versus the total number of predictions made. Correct predictions include both
true positives and true negatives. A simple way of gathering the numbers of true positives and true
negatives is by constructing a confusion matrix. A confusion matrix shows the numbers of true positives,
true negatives, false positives and false negatives (figure 7). The total number of items in all of four
quadrants equals the number of test cases (Baldi, Brunak, Chauvin, Andersen, & Nielsen, 2000).
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Figure 7: Confusion matrix

From the confusion matrix, multiple other measures can be derived. The precision, for example, is the
number of true positives divided by the sum of true positives and false positives. It is also known as
positive predictive value (PPV) (equation 7). This equation indicates a low precision when there is a
relatively large number of false positives. The recall, sensitivity or True Positive Rate (TPR) is calculated
by dividing the number of true positives by the number of true positives and the number of false negatives
(equation 8). Well fitted models result in relatively high recall scores. At last, the F1 score, also called F
score or F measure, is calculated by conveying the balance between the precision and the recall (equation
9). Higher F1 scores indicate better model performance (Brownlee, 2014).
𝑇𝑃

(7)

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃

(8)

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

(9)

𝐹1 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗

𝑇𝑃

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

More graphically visible measures are the Area Under the Curve (AUC) and Area Under the Kappa
Curve (AUK). The AUC, also known as the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve,
is used for ranking performance of data mining models. It is easy to interpret, as its area equals the
probability that a randomly chosen positive example (a churning customer) has a higher probability of
being positive than a randomly chosen negative example (a non-churning customer). The AUC value lies
between 0,5 and 1, with 1 being an excellent classifier. However, AUC can be misleading as it gives
equal weight to each of the values in the full range, even though only a limited range may be of the
problem’s interest. In the case of churn prediction, absence of balanced datasets is likely (Zhang, Li,
Feng, & Liu, 2015). The AUK can overcome this drawback. U. Kaymak et al. (2012) propose to plot the
complement of specificity against the Cohen’s Kappa curve. The Cohen’s Kappa coefficient takes into
account the possibility of agreement by change. Results are that the AUK emphasizes correct prediction
of positive cases, which enhances its use for unbalanced datasets.
Y. Kim and S. Moon (2012) proposed slightly different evaluation metrics in measuring the
effectiveness of retention management models. They showed that the retention management model with
the highest accuracy in predicting possible churners is not necessarily optimal because it does not take
into account the probability of customers accepting retention promotions. To not only consider retention
probability, but also CLTV of targets, they developed four retention management models based on
customer’s churn probability, retention probability, a combination of churn and retention probability, and
expected yearly revenue weighed by the estimated churn and retention probability. Subsequently, they
investigated evaluation metrics hit rate (i.e., true churner identification ratio), retention rate (i.e.,
identification ratio of customers who accept retention offers) and expected revenue. The last factor was
added to the research because maximizing expected yearly revenue from customers is the ultimate goal of
retention marketing. Y Kim and S. Moon (2012) concluded that predicting churn probability is the best
method for identifying customer that are likely to churn, whereas a model predicting both churn
probability and retention leads to the most reliable insights on predicting customers who positively
respond to the retention promotions.
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When determining which prediction technique is most suitable to a problem, additional assessment
criteria include computational burden, possibility of handling both continuous and categorical input
variables, size of adequate training sample, ability of handling highly dispersed training data, input
sensitivity, level of outcome interpretability, and staying power (the possible deterioration of predictive
model performance) (Kiang, 2003).
2.3 Controlling churn among B2B customers
Successful prediction model construction and validation leads to identification of customers who are
likely to churn. A rapid application development environment supports high-performance knowledge
discovery in databases ensuring timely and highly interpretable results (Welge, Redman, & Clutter, 2002)
(Hsu, Welge, Redman, & Clutter, 2002). Churn management efforts can then be allocated to those
customers who are most worth retaining. This distinction is valuable because not all customers are worth
retaining, and (unprofitable) customer retention costs money. Attempting to retain customers whose mind
cannot be changed, only costs efforts that are lost immediately. Besides, retention campaigns that do not
incur any costs do not exist, as the customer would unavoidably churn without intervention (Hadden,
Tiwari, Roy, & Ruta, 2005). Comprehensibility of the classification model is an important requirement in
churn prediction modeling, as it enables extracting knowledge on reasons for customer to churn. This
knowledge supports effectively serving customers in order to maximize retention (Verbeke, Martens,
Mues, & Baesens, 2011).
The classification methods basically approach targeted customers only. Untargeted customers are not
identified as potential churners, and these are therefore only reached by mass advertising to increase
brand loyalty and retain the customer base as a whole. Targeted customers however, can be retained
reactively (when the company waits until the customer contacts them to end the relationship), or
proactively (when the company tries to identify customers who are likely to churn in advance).
Specialized programs or incentives should then withhold the customer from churning. Targeted proactive
programs have potential advantages of having lower incentive costs. However, churn prediction
performance should be significant, to prevent the company from needlessly exhausting incentive
resources on customers who would have stayed anyway. This adds to the importance of successful churn
classification (Burez & Van den Poel, 2007).
One of the specific interventions that especially subscription-based businesses can consider, is
mitigating the non-monotonous contract cancellation probabilities over time, caused by fixed period
contracts. Customers who were forced to accept a shorter or longer time collaboration with a company
experience the contract end date as the first opportunity to switch to competitors or stop consuming
completely. Instead of including a clear end date in service agreements, supplying business can
implement agreements without end dates or with notice periods shifting over time - if legally allowed.
Alternatively, businesses should make sure that their customers are aware of improved offers before they
are informed by competitors to maintain the first-in-line competitive position and limit competitor
attractiveness (Shapoval & Setzer, 2015).
Also, by increasing the exit barriers for customers the CLTV can be extended. Even if customers do
see opportunities to switch to competitors due to lower costs or higher quality, they might retract from
churning when costs are tied to ending the relationship with the current provider. Such interventions are
typically used in businesses were the supplier has invested in tailored production solutions to one or more
customers, and is therefore typical of B2B markets. In case the customer still decides to churn, at least a
part of the supplier damage is compensated for by the exit barriers in the form of a financial churn
sanction for the leaving customer (Naldi, 2008). Although CLTV can be improved using this strategy, K.
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Chen and Y. Hu (2015) argue that profits made on a specific customer does not contain further reason to
adjust the prediction model besides the RFM elements.
According to H. Singh and H. Samalia (2014), Business Intelligence (BI) provides opportunities in
capturing the proactive value of churn predictions. The key task of BI is to produce solutions to strategic
business topics proactively, by supporting dynamic ‘cost-benefit’ analyses. Alignment of BI with churn
prediction is therefore two-fold; BI supports the data infrastructure on which prediction methods can be
constructed, while prediction methods and outcomes are fed towards BI applications in order to facilitate
business implementation of analysis outcomes.
To end this section on controlling churn among B2B customers, A. Barfar et al. (2017) are quoted
that various business contexts require unique approaches to discovering churners and pinpointing their
churn dates. No single elaboration on prediction models is proved to be optimal, as processes and
available data across organizations and over periods of time differ (Huang, Kechadi, Buckley, Kiernan,
Keogh, & Rashid, 2010). Also, dynamic changes in the customer base and market environment are not
stable over time, and lead to the need of periodical model updates and reconstruction (Risselada, Verhoef,
& Bijmolt, 2010). However, data analysts and marketers should realize not all helpful or essential
information is generally available for determining the optimal retention policies (Kim & Moon, 2012).
2.4 Reflection on theoretical background
Outside a consensus on the relevance of RFM (recency, frequency and monetary) variables, no
conformity about required input data for churn prediction models is reached by the authors cited. In
reality, such models rely on data that is available and proved to be significant, reliable drivers to the
dependent variable: a classifier for ‘expected churning’ or ‘expected non-churning’. Consequences are
that any newly constructed model should take into account not only attributes proposed in the literature,
but also other, possibly unique features that are available in the problem’s context. With regards to
training data, a distinction in training datasets between churn motivations add meaning to churn rates;
whereas a part of the churning customers may have received a better offer from a competitor, others
might churn from the complete product itself, either voluntarily or non-voluntarily (due to for example
business bankruptcy). Accurate models should acknowledge these churn motivation variances and detect
which expected churning customers are not worth spending retention investments to. This difference in
churn motivation and intervention effectivity has not yet been mentioned in the relevant literature.
Besides, the majority of scientific papers aimed at the prediction of churn use dichotomous
classification to separate churning customers from non-churning customers. Techniques estimating the
duration of customer retention (i.e., the customer lifetime) based on various characteristics and events
over time could provide an alternative evaluation method, by comparing the current customer lifetime
against the remaining probabilistic retention period. In this way, customers can be ranked by increasing
difference between those two variables, indicating which customer would churn with highest probability
according to the model. No predetermined time frames for predicting churn events among customers
would then be required, while the ordered list of urgent cases is relatively well interpretable to the
business. Even though this experimental setup is fundamentally different to those mentioned in this
literature review, most of the studied prediction techniques would still be valid. This perspective provides
an interesting research gap, and performance results can be compared to those of ‘traditional’ churn
models.
Furthermore, the cited literature often mentions strategic (business) implications as a result of datadriven retention management. However, few specific, practical recommendations about implementation
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of churn prediction models and selection of optimal customer-specific retention interventions are
provided. As these probably are highly dependent on the business context, sector and provided services,
valuable advice can be formed by analyzing appropriate techniques and interventions for specific
organizations and business sectors.
Overall, churn prediction for B2B customers active in subscription-based markets is relatively well
researched. Existing papers provide a framework for finding high performance prediction models in
various contexts, but leave distinction of insurance companies coping with different churn types
(voluntary versus non-voluntary), comparison of the current customer lifetime against the remaining
probabilistic retention period, and optimal determination of customer-specific retention interventions as
interesting areas for further research.
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3. Research methodology
The thesis research is performed using quantitative analysis methods. Qualitative insights are used to
derive meaningful and comprehensible explanations on the methods’ contexts. Solution directions are
inspired by existing literature, while exploratory data analyses and machine learning models are
constructed empirically. As the thesis addresses a particular problem in a specific context and covers
research stages from data extraction to model deployment, the research is of inductive nature.
The research can be classified as a data mining problem. It is aimed at discovering patterns in large
datasets, involving statistical analyses and machine learning. The cross-industry standard process for data
mining model, more commonly known as CRISP-DM, describes a widely used data mining approach
(Azevedo & Santos, 2008). The research is conducted according to the CRISP-DM guidelines and
execution of machine learning techniques.
3.1 CRISP-DM framework
CRISP-DM follows six main phases in the data mining process that are not strictly linearly
sequenced. Going back and revising previous phase is thus supported. Figure 8 shows the CRISP-DM
process. The inner arrows display usual dependencies between stages, whereas the outer circle symbolizes
the importance of continuous monitoring and revising of data mining steps.

Figure 8: The CRISP-DM process

The CRISP-DM process starts with Business understanding, as it is important to understand the
company’s context, project constraints and management or research objectives regarding churn at the
insurance company. This stage includes understanding churn motives of the customer and consequences
to the business, finding out about possible steps to mitigate churn risks, and gathering personal views of
subject matter experts on how to approach the problem statement. After understanding the needs and
general constraints, a data mining problem definition and goal can be constructed. Next, Data
understanding includes collecting, getting acquainted with and performing initial analyses to the data
based on recommendations of subject matter experts. In this stage, also data quality is assessed and basic
insights on the relevancy and hypotheses are constructed, without doing any preselection on the data
available at the insurance company yet. During the Data preparation stage, the dataset functioning as
model input is created by cleaning, concatenating and selecting relevant data sources identified in the
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Data understanding phase (section 4). The relevance of data sources is confirmed or rejected by using
two feature selection methods on single variables: Cox regression models and a mean decrease accuracy
ranking algorithm using random forest classification (section 5). Data attributes that appear to have no
significant relationship with retention or churn behavior of customers are then removed from the dataset.
In the Modeling stage multiple modeling techniques or algorithms related to survival analysis are
considered and applied using the insights collected in the theoretical background (section 2), statistical
computations derived from reliability and maintenance engineering and clustering methods based on Kmeans and K-nearest neighbors algorithms. Also, parameter values are assessed and optimized if
applicable, that is, the most effective feature selection method, clustering method and clustering
parameter K are determined. As designing and optimizing a model is dependent on the input data quality,
revising the work done during the Data preparation phase is regularly needed. The moment the model is
technically sound and consistent, it needs to be evaluated and reviewed from a business objective
perspective. This testing and concluding is done during the Evaluation phase using two performance
measures: the adjusted mean absolute error and distinctive statistical power (section 6). In the end, the
Deployment stage involves presenting the outcomes to the project initiator, stakeholders and executives to
decide whether the model fulfills the demand of the insurance company and is useful to the end-user, in
terms of both accuracy and interpretability. If the project results are approved, deployment can be planned
and monitored (Chapman, et al., 2000). Although project deliverables include results of the analysis that
can readily be interpreted and followed up (predicted customer churn risks and optimized retention
investment allocation), actual deployment is not in scope of this thesis.
The CRISP-DM stages guide the research in answering the main research question and individual
research sub-questions. Sub-question 1 (‘Which stored data is useful for predicting customer churn?’) is
supported by Business understanding and Data understanding. Sub-questions 2 to 4 (‘How to design an
accurate customer churn prediction model?’, ‘How to determine individual customer profitability?’, and
‘How to compare effects on churn behavior of retention interventions for individual customers?’) relate to
Data understanding, Data preparation, and Modeling. Sub-question 5 (‘How to optimize expected
financial returns on retention investment?’) is answered using Evaluation. Finally, the main research
question (‘How to design an accurate customer churn prediction model for optimizing expected financial
returns on retention investment?) is solved during the Evaluation phase, and introduces recommended
customer retention strategies and tactics regarding Deployment.
3.2 Machine learning
The algorithms that are constructed in order to solve the research problem include machine learning
principles to ensure model sustainability and ability to grow responsive accuracy. Machine learning is a
method of analyzing data or information using automatically generated analytical models. Algorithms
learn iteratively from data, enabling computer-based discovery of insights after programming. This type
of methods are increasingly accessible to companies, due to technical development, new algorithms and
upcoming field knowledge (SAS, 2017).
The majority of machine learning models are based on the supervised learning principle. This type of
algorithm is suitable when there is a set of input variables (X) and an output variable (Y), and the mapping
function from input to output (Y = f(X)) is desired. In this case, the correct output values are known.
Unsupervised learning is applied when input data (X) is known, in contrast to any corresponding output
variables. The goal for unsupervised learning is modeling the underlying structure or distribution of the
data. Examples are clustering (discovering similar groupings in the data) and association (discovering
rules that describes patterns in the data, such as attribute X leads to increased presence of Y) (Brownlee,
2016). Furthermore, reinforcement learning allows a model to determine the ideal outcomes based on
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feedback from its context. With this model type, considering all possible options for a specific decision
leads to defining an optimal policy, that is, choosing the action that maximizes value in the short or long
run (depending on model time horizon). Learning its behavior based on the environment can be done once
or continuously, to keep on adapting over time (Champandard, 2002).
Machine learning systems are expected to have a disruptive economical effect, similar to those of
steam engines and electricity in the past (Brynjolfsson & Mitchell, 2017). Especially with the rise of big
data availability, machine learning algorithms are able to find hidden data patterns that support
organizations in maintaining competitive advantages in their market (Skytree, 2017).
In this thesis project, mainly supervised and unsupervised algorithms are key. Supervised learning is
deployed for predicting customer retention probability within the specified time window and finding the
underlying drivers towards this behavior. This provides more detailed knowledge on how individual
customer churn risks might be mitigated. Unsupervised modeling techniques support finding similar
characteristics in customer profiles, pre-churn behavior and post-retention investment behavior. It
therefore enables separating general prediction methods designed for the whole customer population to
distinguished intervention action models for specific target groups and even individual customers.
3.3 Reliability and maintenance engineering principles
Instead of using the traditional churn analysis and prediction methods that focus on classifying
customer expected to churn in a predefined time window, this thesis project draws analogies with the
study of reliability and maintenance engineering in order to quantitatively compare effectivity of
customer-specific retention actions. Reliability and maintenance engineering are relatively new
disciplines have been driven by research revealing that, from a customer’s perspective, an arbitrary
product’s most important attributes include reliability (product lasts a long time) and maintainability
(product is easily repaired when down) (Quality Progress, 1985). In engineering, reliability is defined to
be the probability that a component or system performs a required function for a given period of time
when used under stated operating conditions, while maintainability is the probability that a failed
component or system can be restored or repaired to a specified condition within a given period of time
when maintenance is performed in accordance to prescribed procedures (Ebeling, 2010).
Similarities between these engineering concepts and the research area of this thesis project is that
modeling techniques for the probability of machine non-failure over time (reliability) can be used for
customer lifetime expectation. Here, ‘reliability’ of a customer is the probability that a customer is
retained by the insurance company over a given period of time. The customer is given the status of
‘functioning’ from the moment it arranges an employee absenteeism policy with the insurance company,
and stops ‘functioning’ after having churned. The churn point of time is set to the day the company is not
anymore insured by the insurance company, which follows from the moment of policy termination by a
customer. From this point, the term ‘reliability’ is used only for machine-centered concepts, with
‘survival’ being its equivalent for customer-centered relations.
Procedures regarding ‘maintainability’ of machines are distinguished as either reactive, preventive or
predictive. Reactive maintenance is carried out in response to unscheduled machine downtime, usually as
a result of an unexpected failure. Preventive maintenance introduces scheduled machine downtime, in
which a set of inspection and repair activities are performed according to standardized timetables.
Predictive maintenance uses diagnostic tools and measurements to estimate when machines or subparts
are near failure and should be repaired, to eliminate probability of costly unscheduled maintenance or
unnecessary scheduled activities (Amruthnath & Gupta, 2018). In this thesis project, principles of
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predictive maintenance are translated to anticipating on customers that are near ‘failure of performing
their desired function’, that is, near terminating their insurance policy (churn).
Comparing retention intervention effects on churn behavior can be done by involving renewal
theorem. From a machine point-of-view, applications of renewal theory include determining the best
strategy for intervening worn-out systems, and, more specifically, selecting the intervention that
manipulates the reliability of a system most efficiently. Prior machine failure observations and a derived
estimation of operational lifetime are then used for determination of optimal maintenance policies given
replacement costs (purchase of a completely new machine) and repair costs. For the employee
absenteeism customers, replacement costs are equal to the loss of expected customer lifetime value
(CLTV) by a churning customer (i.e., the financial benefit of retaining a customer that is likely to churn),
while the repair costs are defined by the cost of retention investment.
By closely examining various probabilistic CLTV scenarios, financial retention investments and
influence on expected customer retention, it is possible to select a single intervention action that results in
highest expected profitability per customer. Outcomes are then equivalent to machine maintenance
programs that indicate which approach should be taken in order to maximize functioning lifetime subject
to minimal costs.
As stated before, reliability and maintenance engineering have not been applied in churn related
problems yet in existing literature. Also survival analysis is relatively new to this research area. In social
sciences and medical research, benefits of survival analysis are already acknowledged. For example,
modeling patient behavior undergoing clinical trials and analyzing times to events of interest have led to
valuable information about the effectivity of interventions like specialized medication (Singh &
Mukhopadhyay, 2011). Likewise, employee absenteeism customers in this thesis are equivalent to
patients in similar healthcare analyses, as customer-specific retention investment are parallel to
specialized medication or treatments carried out to stimulate positive behavior, being extended (customer)
lifetime.
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4. Data exploration and preparation
In this section, all model data sources are interpreted, analyzed, merged and corrected. As a result,
raw data is gradually transformed into a clean data table that is prepared for training and testing prediction
models. This section partially draws upon the findings of Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro and Smyth (1996)
and Zhang, Zhang and Yang (2010).
4.1 Data understanding
An overview of all historic and current employee absenteeism policies forms the base reference.
Using this overview, insights on earlier accepted offers are gained, as well as the duration of each of those
policies. Note that any offers that were rejected by customers are not captured in this policy overview, as
it only includes policies for which customers have ever paid premiums for (which thus generated cash
inflow for the insurance company according to the CLTV equations, 1-3).
SAS Enterprise Guide was used to extract policy data from the internal business information systems.
The data includes a unique identifier for each policy, information on the client’s profile (e.g., number of
employees, yearly insured salary cost, business sector), the agreed insurance terms (e.g., policy coverage,
notice period, additional care services) and an estimation of yearly employee absenteeism percentages.
The overview contains a separate line for each policy’s mutation. That is, a specific policy number is
included as table row as often as the amount of mutations related to that policy plus one (for the initial
policy). The nine types of mutations relate to policy changes in enablement of additional health and safety
services (Arbodienst), company details, payment details, contact person details, contract details,
temporary suspension, insurance terms, insured salary costs and number of employees. This mutation data
is captured from an online customer portal that insurance clients can log in to to maintain their employee
absenteeism insurance policy.
An example of data structure using policy numbers, mutation periods and three mutation types is
provided in table 2 (colors per policy number are added and additional columns are omitted for the sake
of clarity, policy numbers are replaced to foster client privacy, column names are translated from Dutch to
English):
Policy
number
001

Mutation
_Begin
2001-09-26

Mutation
_End
2003-08-25

Mutation
_Services
0

Mutation
_CompanyDetails
1

Mutation
_PaymentDetails
1

001

2003-08-25

2010-01-01

0

1

0

001

2010-01-01

2011-01-01

1

0

0

001

2011-01-01

2012-01-01

0

1

0

002

2009-04-01

2011-01-01

1

0

0

002

2011-01-01

2013-01-29

0

1

0

003

2015-01-01

2016-02-29

0

0

1

003

2016-02-29

2017-01-01

0

0

1

003

2017-01-01

2018-03-19

1

0

1

Table 2: Example of policy mutation data structure
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Note that clients can change multiple policy properties at once using the customer portal allowing
various mutation types be processed on the same mutation start date. Other attributes included in the data
show the actual newly mutated values that are indicated by the mutation type indicators; the second row
of policy 001 (table 2) would for example have different values for one of the company detail fields in the
non-displayed columns compared to its first row.
The data export of all policy data on March 19th 2018, resulted in a data table of 1055929 rows and
133 columns (variables). This means there is a registered total of 1055929 policy instances including all
mutations. The number of unique policies in this list is equal to 63509, meaning 16,6 policy mutations
occurred on average.
This reference policy table is enriched with data from multiple other sources, as mentioned in the
following subsections.
4.1.1 Net promotor score surveys
The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is frequently reviewed by the insurance company. After specific
occasions in which the insurance company has contact with its customers, customers are requested to
provide feedback about the perceived service using standardized surveys. One of the survey questions
asked is ‘On a scale of 0-10, how likely is it that you would recommend us to you friends, family or
business associates?’ or similar. On aggregate level, the percentage of detractors (respondents who have
given a 0 or 6) is subtracted from the percentage of promoters (respondents who have given a 9 or 10)
(figure 9). The resulting score is believed to provide insights into the customer loyalty spectrum,
measured by the probability of positive word of mouth (Zaki, Kandeil, Neely, & McColl-Kennedy, 2016).
According to Harvard Business Review, the NPS is the most important number to business to grow
(Reichheld, 2003).

Figure 9: Assignment of NPS survey respondents to detractors, passives and promoters

The insurance company monitors the course of NPS for various products and contact reasons (e.g.,
intake, claim handling, information requests) using dynamic dashboards. For this thesis project, all data
relevant to employee absenteeism policies and customer service was exported and added to the data table
on row level, based on the policy number. More specifically, survey variables as contact reason, contact
date, survey response date, recommendation score, and an (standardized) argumentation on the
recommendation score were linked to the policy overview. In cases where clients had replied to multiple
NPS surveys, only their most recent response is selected and considered. In case a client had indicated
that he or she wanted to remain anonymous, the policy number related to the response was unknown, the
response was therefore not added to the base data table. Contaminated data regarding contact dates and
survey response dates referring to the future are replaced by the data import date.
The NPS data source contained 5718 survey responses as of March 19th 2018. 2065 of these responses
are sent anonymously, and are therefore excluded from further analysis.
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4.1.2 Registered claims
From a complete claim file extracted using SAS Enterprise Guide, containing all registered employee
absenteeism cases that customers held the insurance company liable for, customer behavior regarding
actually utilizing their insurance is analyzed. Data that is derived from this file and added to the policy
table on row level includes the average number of claims registered per policy number per day, the
average claim length (employee absence duration), the average share of claims registered too late
compared to the policy agreements, the average share of claims registered too early compared to the
policy agreements, the average share of claims registered in time and the average claim acceptance by the
insurance company.
The claim file contained 650088 claims on March 19th 2018. The first claim registration dates back to
December 10th 2000, the then most recent claim was submitted on March 16th 2018.
4.1.3 Competitive position
A historic yearly overview of relative premium costs for test cases of both internal and external
brands is provided. This table contains fictive business profile cases with a predetermined number of
insured employees, yearly expected percentage of employee absenteeism, excess deductible category (the
part of employee absenteeism expenses chosen to be paid by the customer itself), relevant business sector,
and the monthly insurance cost percentage at various (internal and external) insurance labels over the
years from 2010 to 2017. These market analyses provide an overview of comparable, quoted policy cost
at different insurance companies. On a scale of 0 (least expensive) to 1 (most expensive), insurance labels
are ordered to indicate their financial competitiveness.
As the number of reference cases (2592) is far below the row count of the policy reference table
(63509), finding exact matches between test cases and real policies provides very few results. Therefore,
all real policies are matched to the average competitive position of test cases that are most similar in terms
of most recent known mutation year, insurance brand, number of insured employees, yearly expected
percentage of employee absenteeism, and excess deductible. Different pairing methods were used to find
the best fit, by searching with four different combinations (‘keys’) of the mentioned variables for policies
and test cases (table 3).

Competitive
position key 1
Competitive
position key 2
Competitive
position key 3
Competitive
position key 4

Policy match value/test case match value
Year+Labelcode+CompanySize+CompanyAbsenteeism+ExcessDedu
ctible
Year+Labelcode+CompanySize +ExcessDeductible

Competitive position
Numerical average

Year+Labelcode+CompanySize+CompanyAbsenteeism

Numerical average

Year+Labelcode+CompanySize

Numerical average

Numerical average

Table 3: Policy and test case match values for determining the average competitive position

In order to use the match values efficiently, the continuous values for company size (‘CompanySize’)
and company absenteeism (‘CompanyAbsenteeism’) are grouped into high, medium and small according
to the internal assignment rules used by the insurance company. The values for year (‘Year’) are based on
the last date that the policy was known to be active, while the factor values for insurance label
(‘Labelcode’) and excess deductible (‘ExcessDeductible’) do not need further preprocessing for the key
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construction. The competitive position based on the four different keys is captured in four new attributes
of the policy reference table.
Policies that were not similar to any of the test cases are left empty at this stage, all others are
provided with relative premium costs scaled from 0 to 1. The resulting variables support estimating the
financial competitive position of the brand issuing a particular filed policy at the time of most recent
mutation date or termination date.
4.1.4 WIA (Work and Income on a work capacity basis)
As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis (section 1.1.1), employee absenteeism policies only
cover the first two years of financial damage incurred by employee absence, and businesses can also
choose for WIA (Work and Income on a work capacity basis) insurance (UWV, 2018). The insurance
company involved offers WIA coverage as extension to employee absenteeism policies. Therefore, an
overview of all employee absenteeism policies whose customers also pay for WIA coverage is extracted
from the business information systems. Each employee absenteeism policy row corresponding to a WIA
insurance accepted by the same customer is indicated accordingly. All opposite cases are indicated as
unmatched.
4.2 Data correction
Due to multiple mergers, acquisitions and information system migrations, not all policy start and end
dates are accurate. Therefore, the complete dataset is adjusted for those dates that are incorrectly
registered by the business information systems, replacing false values with right ones, indicated by
multiple renumbering tables. The first corrected registered employee absenteeism policy dates back to
January 1st 1995, the most recent policy was activated on March 17th 2018.
4.3 Feature creation
As some attributes in the existing data table do contain valuable information, although not captured in
a potential predictor-useful way, transformed variables are calculated and added to the table:
-

-

-

Policy duration and churn indicator: All rows include a policy start date and a policy end date.
For policies that are already terminated, the policy end date is valid, as it provides the date of
policy-specific customer churn. However, for policies that are not terminated yet, the policy end
date is set to the import date for the reference table with employee absenteeism policies. At this
data cleaning stage, for all rows a policy duration is calculated as the difference between policy
start and end date. End dates equal to the data import date are detected and used for distinguishing
still active policies from terminated policies.
Mutation to policy end date: For each table row, the period in days between the mutation start
date and policy end date is calculated. This value is imputed in individual variables for the nine
mutation types (enablement of additional health and safety services (Arbodienst), company
details, payment details, contact person data, contract, temporary suspension, insurance terms,
insured salary costs and number of employees). As a result, nine new attributes are created and
filled in only for rows where the concerning mutation type was processed.
Index for insured salary cost development: The reference table includes information on the
relative difference between the insured salary costs at the moment of mutation and the initial
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-

-

-

-

insured salary costs offered on the quotation issuance. One new attribute is created by dividing
the salary costs at the moment of mutation by the initial insured salary costs. Therefore, a higher
values indicate growth of the insured salary costs over time.
Index for number of insured employees development: The reference table includes information on
the relative difference between the number of insured employees at the moment of mutation and
the initial number of insured employees offered on the quotation issuance. One new attribute is
created by dividing the number of employees at the moment of mutation by the initial number of
employees. Therefore, a higher values indicate growth of the insured number of employees over
time.
Category for contact person telephone number: Any non-numeric characters (e.g., ‘-‘, ‘+’, ‘ ‘, ‘(‘,
‘)’) are discarded from the policy contact persons’ telephone numbers per row. Afterwards, the
first three characters are copied to a new column. These three-digit numbers are matched to an
auxiliary file containing area codes for telephone numbers that enables indicating the customers'
location. Also empty values, mobile phone numbers and dedicated business phone numbers are
recognized by a matching function.
NPS contact and response periods in days: The variables denoting contact date and survey
response date are translated to the period between the reviewed activity and the policy end date,
and the period between the survey response of the client and the policy end date. This results in
two additional attributes.
Two-year insurance coverage: As employee absenteeism insurance supports a client organization
during the first two years of an employee’s working disability and the insured coverage is
variable (for example, 100% of salary payment is insured during the first year, and 70% during
the second year), fundamental variants of employee absenteeism policies exist. As the insured
coverages during the first and second year are included in the dataset as two separate variables, a
new attribute was created by combining both into a factor variable (e.g., ‘100-70’).

At this stage, all policy numbers still consist of multiple mutation rows. To enable efficient data
processing, the complete set of policy-specific information is summarized into a single row per policy
number. However, to prevent any loss of relevant insights captured in the multiple rows per policy
number, a number of additional transformations are applied:
-

-

Last mutation to policy end date per mutation type: For further analysis, only the last mutation of
every mutation type per policy number is considered in this study. This means for every policy
number a search for the most recent mutation per type is executed and imputed in a new column.
This results in nine additional attributes.
Average number of mutations per day: To retain data about multiple mutations per type per
policy number, all mutation occurrences per type are summed to indicate the frequency per
mutation type. In order to prevent multicollinearity between number of mutations and policy
duration, the sum of occurrences is divided by the policy duration in days. In this way, nine new
attributes are created showing the average daily number of mutations per type.

Having enriched the data table using the transformations described up to this point, relevant mutation
information per policy number is captured in multiple rows. This means the data can be streamlined by
eliminating all rows that have become irrelevant. Hence, only the most recent (mutation) row per policy
number is maintained, while all others are deleted. The result is a structured data table displaying all
active and terminated employee absenteeism policies once. The data table now contains 63509 rows and
211 columns, meaning that there are 63509 absenteeism policies used in further analysis. Note that, even
though the elimination of multicollinearity has been taken into consideration before, all newly calculated
attributes are maintained next to the original ones unless stated otherwise. At a later stage, correlating
variables are traced and solved.
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Firstly, the resulting data table is scanned for redundant features, missing values and outliers. The
reason these checks are performed at this data exploration stage instead of in an earlier stage, is because
policy numbers with a high number of rows (mutations) that might all contain the same outlier value,
influence the measures on which the outlier detection is based.
4.4 Missing value correction
Amounts of missing values per row have been assessed. The minimum number of missing values per
row is 6, the maximum number is 127. As agreed upon with a subject matter expert, a cut-off value of
>65 missing values per row is used to establish reliability for further analysis, which means 90% of all
policies in the data table are preserved. The 10% of all policies containing more than 65 missing values
are discarded. A preview of the distribution of missing values per column in 100 random rows before any
missing value corrections is displayed in figure 10.

Figure 10: Schematic missing value visualization across attributes (x-axis) before missing value correction

4.4.1 Attribute removal
All attributes are assessed for missing values. In this case, a missing value indicates either a
calculation error or a missing value originating from the data source. A count of missing values per
column in the dataset is included in Appendix B. From this overview, it follows that multiple attributes
are not viable for further analysis (table 4).
Variable name
SectorCode
Factor_eigenbehoud
LDV_er.
VM_rp_bedrag_per_wn, VM_bp_bedrag_per_wn
WGA_bp.
WIA_bp.
ZW_rp., ZW_k1, ZW_k2, ZW_k3, ZW_w, ZW_i, ZW_b1, ZW_b2, ZW_b3,
ZW_conv_c, ZW_prol_c, ZW_m, ZW_v_branche, ZW_v_makelaar, ZW_ac, ZW_ic,
ZW_cc1, ZW_cc2, ZW_tp, ZW_tp_pc, ZW_bp.
Trede_BM
Table 4: Removed attributes due to missing values
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Missing values (%)
98,6
97,6
89,1
98,6
86,4
95,4
98,6

95,3

The availability of these data attributes has been discussed with a subject matter expert. Due to the
high percentages of missing values per column in table 4, it is decided to remove them from the data table
instead of using advanced techniques for imputation of values.
4.4.2 Value imputation
A number of attributes contains a limited percentage of missing values (Appendix B). Removal of
those attributes would therefore lead to undesired information loss. Columns that are therefore corrected
by imputation methods and their missing value solutions are also included in Appendix B. These
solutions for the attributes containing missing values are based on the distribution of values and
interpretation of attributes (agreed contract durations are for example always either 1 or 3 years, so it
would be illogical to replace missing values with the numerical mean). Note that the replacement of
values is not hard-coded in the script to ensure model sustainability, meaning that value means might
dynamically shift when new data is added to the model.
4.4.3 Factor conversion
The remaining attributes containing missing values are assessed on suitability for factor conversion.
In this case, the lack of valid values on row level is treated as input to factorization of variables. For this
characteristic, factor value ‘No_value’ is introduced. A condition to this missing value correction method
is that the attribute contains factor values only. Table 5 includes all attributes containing missing values
that were solved using factor conversion.
Variable name

Attribute properties

Solution

Arbodienstcode

Missing
values (%)
8,0*10-3

118 non-missing value categories

BIKcode

8,0*10-3

1263 non-missing value categories

Incassobetaalwijze

1,6

RecommendationScore,
ProcesType, Reason1,
Reason2
CompanySize

95,7

Integer values only: 1, 2. 51,0% of all
non-missing values = 2
Multiple categories, missing due to
lack of NPS survey response

Consider missing values as
factor ‘No_value’
Consider missing values as
factor ‘No_value’
Consider missing values as
factor ‘No_value’
Consider missing values as
factor ‘No_value’

6,1

3 non-missing value categories

CompanyAbsenteeism

18,6

4 non-missing value categories

ERCategory

3,7

3 non-missing value categories

Consider missing values as
factor ‘No_value’
Consider missing values as
factor ‘No_value’
Consider missing values as
factor ‘No_value’

Table 5: Attributes converted to factor due to missing values

At this stage, all missing values have been solved by either attribute removal, value imputation or
factor conversion. A preview of the distribution of missing values per column, equal to figure 10 but after
missing value corrections, is displayed in figure 11.
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Figure 11: Schematic missing value visualization across attributes (x-axis) after missing value correction

4.5 Outlier correction
The resulting dataset was tested for the presence of outliers. The most important insights and
corrections related to outlier assessment are the following:
-

-

Policy duration: As the main indicator for retention period of policies, policy duration values
higher than the third distribution quantile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR) are removed
from the dataset, as subject matter experts have confirmed these are the consequence of
incorrectly stored policy start or end dates, causing value inflation to a multitude of any logical
value. This leads to the elimination of 2468 of 57210 rows (4,3%). With this intervention, the
probability of disproportionate influence by exceptionally long, incorrect policy durations on
results generated by the prediction model is mitigated. No policy durations lower than the first
distribution quantile minus 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR) exist, so no further steps are
taken to control for their effects.
Policy start date: First, the distribution of years is analyzed. To do so, the exact year is extracted
from the long formatted start date including day, month and year. Start years of policies range
from 1995 to 2018 (figure 12).

Figure 12: Distribution of policy start years

-

Analysis of the distribution of start dates in terms of months and days did not lead to
interesting or remarkable insights.
Policy end date: The frequency of unique policy end dates is evenly spread over the period from
2008 until 2017, while 2018 shows an exceptionally high number of ending policies (figure 13).
This is caused by end dates of still active policies that are set to the data export date. If the data is
corrected for this property (meaning all dummy end dates for active policies are left out of scope),
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the histograms’ validity is confirmed by subject matter experts. Analysis of the distribution of
start dates in terms of months and days did not lead to interesting insights.

Figure 13: Distribution of policy end years (uncorrected for active policies)

Figure 14: Distribution of policy end years (corrected for active policies)

The majority of data is available for the year 2008 until 2018 to both of the variables of policy start
date and end date. Therefore, all rows for policies that started or ended before 2008 are discarded from the
dataset. Removal of the relatively old policies ensure that the prediction model is based on (customer)
data that is still representative for current and near-future policies. As a consequence of these corrections,
24116 rows (44,1%) are removed from the dataset. Note that although the yearly distribution of start and
end dates (figure 13 and 14) appear similar to the customer inflow and outflow presented in the problem
statement (figure 1), minor differences occur due to the prior removal of data cases in this section.
Other outlier assessment outcomes are included in Appendix C. Binary attributes were excluded from
outlier detection, as their values are limited to 0 and 1. Advanced outlier detection for binary attributes
using for example anomaly detection is not in scope of this research.
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4.6 Feature removal
Earlier in this section, available relevant data sources were joined with each other, from which new
potential predictor variables were derived. In contrast, variables that are included in the data table but are
not taken into account as potential churn predictors are the following:
-

-

-

Policy number: This number is a 9-digit identifier for each unique policy. Clients are
distinguished and referred to using the same number. As these client numbers are ascending over
time and do not contain any specific customer information by indexing, they are not taken into
account in the prediction model. This attribute cannot be removed from the dataset however, as it
serves as a reference for specific policies analyzed by the prediction model.
Dutch Chamber of Commerce number: This number was provided by the insured client and
stored in the policy database. The Dutch Chamber of Commerce number stores particular
information about the client organization (Kamer van Koophandel, 2018), however this data is
not extracted for the prediction model. These attributes are therefore redundant and are thus
removed from the dataset.
Client organization’s bank details (account number, account name): This data does not store
information relevant to the prediction model. This attribute is therefore removed from the dataset.
Attributes related to the client organization’s contact person (surname, initials, telephone number,
email address): This data does not store information relevant to the prediction model. These
attributes are therefore removed from the dataset. Note that the contact person telephone number
was already duplicated and processed into a prefix for translation to region, while the contact
person’s gender is maintained as potential predictor in this stage of the process.

The resulting data table is tested for multicollinearity. Multicollinearity refers to potential predictors
that are highly correlated with each other. Literature associates multicollinearity with unstable and biased
standard errors. Their presence might lead to insufficiently substantiated statistical evidence to assess the
prediction model’s accuracy (Vatcheva, Lee, McCormick, & Rahbar, 2016). To determine whether steps
against multicollinearity should be taken on the involved data table, correlation between each pair of
variables was assessed. As a result, three features that are highly correlated with three others are removed
from further analysis: LDV_Verwacht verzuimpercentage, LDV_k1 and LDV_k3.
4.7 Training dataset and testing dataset
The final dataset that is completely cleaned and ready for feeding into the prediction model has gone
through the complete procedure described so far in this section. To ensure that the dataset functioning as
model input remains up to date, frequent data refreshing is required. In order to direct the regularity of
this action in the most efficient way, all data preparation activities have been coded in R. Equivalent data
sources following identical formats are now automatically analyzed, merged and corrected into a topical,
clean data table.
The data that was imported on March 19th 2018 and fully prepared afterwards results in a data table
containing 18485 rows and 184 columns. This means that 18485 unique policies (dating back to 2008)
form a suitable base for designing the prediction model.
This dataset, including both active (42,2%) and terminated employee absenteeism policies (57,8%),
has been randomly split into a training dataset and testing dataset, under the condition that the proportions
of active and terminated cases remain equal between the datasets. Figure 15 shows the allocation of data
to each of the sets. Cross-validation using rotation training and testing datasets is not applied to the
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research due to the computational complexity and excessive burden of the prediction model that is
explained in the next sections.

Figure 15: Random distribution of full dataset into training dataset and testing dataset
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5. Model formulation and execution
This section serves as a theoretical support framework for constructing and executing the model to
predict customer churn risk and optimize retention investments. The following subsections support
answering the five research sub-questions presented in section 1.3. Various theorems, estimation methods
and heuristics are used towards solving the main research question. Model formulations are translated into
R code.
Section 5.1 addresses the prediction of customer retention over time, by presenting a statistical
method based on retention times and survival probabilities of customers captured in the training dataset.
To further tailor the predicted customer retention period based on customer characteristics included in the
data attributes, two feature selection methods support in finding relevant and significant data clustering
approaches. Next, it is explained how to incorporate the practical observation that a customer has already
been retained for a particular period. The reasoning behind this is that the expected conditional probability
of a customer being retained until a certain point of time is increasing in the current policy duration. More
details are provided in section 5.2. Section 5.3 evaluates the impact of applying retention investments to a
specific customer in terms of expected retention time extension. It draws upon the recognition of similar
customers that have benefited from retention investments in the past, and relies on statistically comparing
retention behavior effects corresponding with the various retention investments. Finally, section 5.4
supports in translating expected retention time extensions into financial returns. Based on the monetary
costs of a retention investment and the financial benefits of retention time extension to the insurance
company, a ranking of decreasing return on investments per customer-investment pair is constructed,
providing an interpretable and prescriptive overview of actions that the insurance company should take.
Afterwards, section 6.1 aims at assessing the predictive performance and optimizing model
parameters, after which the performance is validated in subsection 6.1.1. Figure 16 provides a schematic
overview of the relationships between sections and datasets.

Figure 16: Schematic overview of the relationships between sections and datasets
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Please note that in the remainder of the thesis a number of parameters or symbols appear without and
with circumflex, e.g. S(t) versus Ŝ(t). In this case, the former denotes the theoretical variable found in
literature, while the latter is the approximated or predicted equivalence that is tailored to the insurance
company data.
5.1 Customer retention expectations
To get a first impression of churn behavior among employee absenteeism customers, an estimation of
the survival function that describes the probability of retaining a customer over period t is constructed.
This function is essentially the same as the reliability function for machines, defining the probability that
the system functions over some period t, with continuous random variable T as the time of system failure
or customer churn (equations 10 and 11).
(10)

Reliability function = R(t) = Pr{T ≥ t}, R(t) ≥ 0, R(0) = 1, limt→∞ R(t) = 0

(11)

Survival function = S(t) = Pr{T ≥ t}, S(t) ≥ 0, S(0) = 1, limt→∞ S(t) = 0

The survival function for employee absenteeism customers can be estimated by Kaplan-Meier
estimators (equation 12), which model retention probabilities for each value of t including right-censored
data. In this context, right-censored data means that also customer cases that did not (yet) churn are
included in the observations. Therefore, Kaplan-Meier estimators incorporate all data available about
customer retention and churn, which is favorable since an active customer surviving until at least time ts
adds to the probability of collective survival until time ts. The required input for the Kaplan-Meier
estimation is a table of customers with a numerical value for (current) retention period and a binary value
that indicates whether a customer has churned yet.
(12)

𝑑

Kaplan-Meier estimator: Ŝ(t) = ∏𝑖: 𝑡𝑖≤𝑡 (1 − 𝑛𝑖 )
𝑖

In equation 12, ti is a time on which at least one event occurred (customer churn), di is the amount of
events (churning customers) at time ti, and ni is the amount of individuals that are known to have survived
(retained) until at least time ti (Kaplan & Meier, 1958). Application of this estimation method on the
training dataset resulting from section 4 yields the estimated survival function displayed in figure 17.

Figure 17: Estimated survival function and hazard rate for employee absenteeism customers

Figure 17 displays time t on the x-axis, and the probability of retention on the y-axis. Therefore, the
red graph shows the course of retention probabilities over time. Note that the retention probability is
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strictly non-increasing. Besides the estimated survival function, figure 17 shows the derived hazard rate
function (green), also known as the failure rate. It provides the instantaneous probability of churn,
determined by equations 13-15 combined with conditional probability theory. The hazard rate function in
figure 17 is multiplied by a factor equal to 4 to clearly show its course over time t, and tells that
instantaneous probabilities of churn are highest around each integer multiplication of 365,25 days (one
calendar year) on average from the policy start date, with a maximum around the third year (3*365,25)
from employee absenteeism start date.
(13)

Pr{t ≤ T ≤ t + ∆t} = S(t) − S(t + ∆t)

(14)

Pr{t ≤ T ≤ t + ∆t | T ≥ t} =

(15)

h(t) = lim∆t→0

𝑆(𝑡) − 𝑆(𝑡 + ∆𝑡)
𝑆(𝑡)

−[𝑆(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) − 𝑆(𝑡)]
−𝑑𝑆(𝑡)
* S(t) = 𝑑𝑡
∆𝑡

1

∗ 𝑆(𝑡)

Explained in words, the hazard rate function is the negative product of the derivative survival
function times the inverse survival function. A more intuitive determination of h(t) is achieved by
converting survival function S(t) to cumulative failure distribution function F(t) and deriving probability
density function f(t) (equations 16-18).
(16)

Cumulative failure distribution: F(t) = 1 −S(t) = Pr{T < t}, F(0) = 0, limt→∞ S(t) = 1

(17)

Probability density function: f(t) =

(18)

Hazard rate function: h(t) = 𝑆(𝑡)

𝑑𝐹(𝑡)
=
𝑑𝑡

−

𝑑𝑆(𝑡)
,
𝑑𝑡

∞

f(t) ≥ 0, ∫0 𝑓(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 = 1

𝑓(𝑡)

Reverting to figure 17, it is concluded that the hazard rate is represented by frequently recurring peaks
in the rate of estimated probability density function and estimated survival function. Table 6 provides
additional insights derived from the estimated survival function.
Measure
Median retention period
Average population survival of 75%
Average population survival of 50%
Average population survival of 25%
Max. retention period

t in days
1826
1020
1826
3288
3743

Table 6: Measures on estimated survival function (training dataset)

Churn behavior of an average customer captured in the training dataset can be anticipated on using
table 6. However, this statement assumes that all customers are identical to each other and variation is
completely random and unpredictable, and at the same times it neglects the potential presence of factors
that function as covariates for more customer-specific estimated retention periods. To increase accuracy
of retention expectations, available data and their relation to churn behavior is further investigated in the
following subsections.
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5.1.1 Feature selection
In order to determine which attributes captured in the dataset are significant covariates (i.e.,
explanatory variables) for the retention period of employee absenteeism insurance customers, two distinct
methods are used. These are Cox regression models and a mean decrease accuracy ranking algorithm
using random forest classification.
5.1.1.1 Cox proportional hazard regression model
A relatively well interpretable method for selection of features that have a significant influence on the
target variable is provided by the British statistician David Cox (born 15 July 1924). He created a
statistical technique for assessing the impact of an independent variable on the target variable, that is
equivalent to constructing and formally comparing reliability or survival functions for each subset of the
population, distinguished on inter-attribute differences (Cox, 1972). This technique is called Cox
proportional hazard regression model, often referred to as Cox regression. Specifically for churn
problems, Cox regression supports identifying covariates that have a significant influence on the course of
the survival function associated with customers, and provides an approach to eliminate independent
variables that do not seem to correlate with or explain customer survival.
Cox regression does not only describe whether a variable has an effect on survival, but also predicts
how changes in the independent variables amplify the average hazard rate of customers with specific
characteristics. For example, Cox regression output demonstrates whether churn behavior of customers
with a certain condition significantly differs from those without and by what magnitude. Both qualitative
and quantitative predictors can be taken into account in the regression. The estimated effect of attribute
parameters Xi is captured in equation 19.
(19)

h(t | Xi) = h0(t)*exp(β1Xi1 + … + βpXip) = h0(t)*exp(Xi*β)

Equation 19 gives the hazard function at time t for customer i (element of complete customer base I)
with attribute characteristics Xij. It states that the hazard function at a specific time for a specific customer
is determined by the baseline hazard function (h0), multiplied by the exponential of the sum of attribute
coefficients (βj) multiplied with customer characteristics (Xij) of customer i. Cox regression determines
the β values and their statistical significance. Categorical attributes Xj are assigned with a βj higher than 1
if condition Xj correlates with high churn compared to the baseline hazard function, and lower than 1 if
condition Xj correlates with relatively low churn. For numerical Xj, coefficient βj states the multiplicative
increase or decrease in retention time per unit Xj. Therefore, every unit increase of Xj relative to 0
corresponds to a decrease in retention time by βj (Cox, 1997). Features in the complete dataset that turn
out not to have a significant influence (p-value higher than 0,05) on the retention time are removed from
the analysis. The Cox regression algorithm is repeated until all remaining attributes are confirmed to be
relevant to the target variable. A selection of computed βj values and their interpretations is provided in
table 7.
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Attribute Xj
RecommendationScoreNo

Coefficient βj
1,79

Data type
Categorical

ERCategory65

0,89

Categorical

WerknemersDevelopment

9,71

Numerical

AverageNumberClaims

2,74

Numerical

Interpretation compared to baseline survival rate
Customers who have never taken part in (nonanonymous) NPS surveys, churn 1,79 times as fast
(79% faster) compared to the baseline
Customers who have agreed with this specific
category of excess deductible, churn 0,89 times as
fast (11% slower) compared to the baseline
Customers who have grown twice as fast in terms of
number of insured employee, churn 9,71 times as fast
(871% faster) compared to the baseline
Customer with an average number of daily claims
transcending the overall mean with 1, churn 2,74
times as fast (174% faster) compared to the baseline

Table 7: Selection of Cox regression beta coefficients

A drawback of using Cox regression method however, is that it assumes proportional hazards. This
means the multiplicative relationship between βj and Xj is considered to be constant over time (Batten,
2015). Therefore, the magnitude of βj should not change along the customer retention period. To verify
whether features are rightly assessed by Cox regression a statistical test for non-proportional hazards is
performed. Remaining features that turn out to have non-proportional influence on the hazard rate are not
considered as relevant attributes.
The Cox regression model indicates that 66 of 184 attributes included in the dataset have significant
predictive power on the survival. Names of selected features are mentioned in Appendix D.
5.1.1.2 Mean decrease accuracy ranking using random forest classification
Three common types of generally not-survival related feature selection methods are filter methods,
wrapper methods and attributes that appear to have no significant relationship with retention or churn
behavior of customers, are removed from the dataset. Filter methods (e.g., chi-squared test, ANOVA)
select features on their scores in multiple statistical tests for their correlation with the target variable.
Wrapper methods (e.g. forward selection, backward elimination) aim at using a subset of features and
train a model using them. Features may then be added or removed for a new model based on the results of
the previous model. Due to the recursive feature selection, wrapper methods are theoretically superior to
filter methods. Embedded methods might even outperform wrapper methods by learning which features
contribute best to the model accuracy during its creation, for example by introducing penalty constraints
to model bias and complexity (Talavera, 2005).
For performance assessment of a particular wrapper method, the Boruta algorithm is used (Kursa &
Rudnicki, 2010). This wrapper deploys a random forest classification algorithm to determine the retention
time-relevant features captured in the dataset. The first part of the algorithm duplicates the dataset and
creates shadow features. Shadow features are real values - both qualitative and quantitative - that are
shuffled inside each column. A random forest classifier is then trained on the resulting version of the
dataset to predict retention-time using the (shuffled) values of the other variables. Then, the importance of
each of the shadow features is determined based on the mean decrease accuracy (MDA) which can be
interpreted as the decrease in model accuracy caused by the random value assignment in each feature. The
higher the MDA score, the more important the feature is to the retention time (Han, Guo, & Yu, 2016).
After a predefined number of iterations a table with collected importance rankings is assessed on whether
the real features perform significantly better than the shadow features. If a feature has not been identified
as relevant to the magnitude of retention time after the predefined number of iterations, it is removed from
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the original matrix. The algorithm is repeatedly applied until all remaining attributes are confirmed to be
relevant to the target variable.
The mean decrease accuracy ranking using random forest classification method indicates that 89 of
184 attributes included in the dataset have significant predictive power on the survival behavior of
customer regarding retention and churn. Names of selected features are mentioned in Appendix D.
5.1.1.3 Combining feature selection methods
Since the feature selection methods based on Cox proportional hazard regression models and mean
decrease accuracy ranking using random forest classification differ, the selection of variables that appear
as significant predictors according to both techniques is also included in the research. A graphical
representation of the variables resulting from each feature selection method and their schematic inner join
or intersect is displayed in figure 18. COX and MDARF refer to Cox proportional hazard regression
models and mean decrease accuracy ranking using random forest classification, respectively. The inner
join of attributes is theoretically expected to have a relatively high churn explanation power compared to
the variables included by only a single feature selection method, as they are identified as retention period
covariates by two distinct, fundamentally different feature selection methods.

Figure 18: Schematic inner join of attributes resulting from two feature selection methods

By selecting only the inner join of both feature selection methods, 43 of 184 attributes included in the
dataset are selected for prediction of the survival behavior of customer regarding retention and churn.
Names of selected features are mentioned in Appendix D.
5.1.2 Customer clustering
Using the features that have been determined to be significant covariates to the retention time of
customers (section 5.1.1), clustering analysis is performed to group similar customers in the remaining
training data. Customer clustering may support tailoring churn prediction and intervention models to
cases with similar traits, which increases the effectiveness of handling churn among employee
absenteeism policy customers. The two approaches used for this thesis are K-means (with parameter Km)
clustering and clustering based on K-nearest neighbors determination (with parameter Knn).
5.1.2.1 K-means
In general, clustering can be distinguished as either hard-clustering or soft-clustering. Hard-clustering
assigns each data point to a single cluster, whereas soft-clustering estimates the probability of a data point
to be in one or more clusters. For this thesis, only the former type of clustering is considered.
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K-means clustering is an unsupervised iterative clustering algorithm that works according to only a
few number of steps. First of all, the amount of clusters Km to group data points is to be determined as an
input parameter. The algorithm then randomly assigns each data point (including customer i whose churn
probability is to be predicted) to one of Km clusters and computes the Km cluster centroids. Next, all data
points are reassigned to the closest cluster centroid. In case this leads to data points switching to another
cluster, the algorithm is repeated (Hartigan & Wong, 1979). When no further improvements are possible,
the Km clusters are optimal. Predictions and determinations in the assessment of customer i can now be
based on all data points associated with the cluster that includes customer i.
For this thesis, the Euclidean distance formula is used between numerical variables, i.e., the shortest
diagonal between two points (equation 20). Likewise, Cartesian coordinates can be used for determination
of the Euclidean distance when multiple attributes apply for two points (equation 21) (Coomans &
Massart, 1982). As the testing and training data contains numerical attributes expressed in various
dimensions with different ranges (e.g. time to last mutation, total insured salary, number of employees),
all data is normalized beforehand.
(20)

Two-dimensional Euclidean distance between p1 and p2 = √(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦1 )2

(21)

2
N-dimensional Euclidean distance between p1 and p2 = √∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖2 − 𝑥𝑖1 )

Input parameter Km is initially determined by using the elbow method. This method works by
choosing a number of clusters in such a way that adding another cluster does not provide significantly
better modeling. Specifically, if the percentage of variance explained by the clusters is plotted against the
number of clusters, the first clusters explain much of the variance, but additional clusters’ marginal gain
decreases. In case a distinct angle in the graph is visible, the corresponding number of clusters on the xaxis is chosen. In case no particular visual angle is discovered, the number of clusters is decided on by
calculating the increases in the marginal explained variance (Ketchen & Shook, 1996).
Performing the elbow method on training data policies according to each of the feature selection
methods lead to the graphs displayed in figure 19, showing the number of clusters on the x-axis and the
within-cluster sum of square (measurement of the cluster compactness) on the y-axis.

Figure 19: Graphs (elbow method) of the within-cluster sum of squares for Km

Based on the figures, all three graph angles are observed to indicate that two clusters are optimal (Km
= 2). However, to assess the performance of multiple parameter instances and its sensitivity, three
additional Km are analyzed (table 8).
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Parameter Km
20
10
4
2

Reason
No significant improvement in within-cluster sum for Km > 20
Minor significant improvement in within-cluster sum for Km > 10
Highest ratio of explained variance-number of clusters
Observed elbows from figure 19
Table 8: Parameters Km

5.1.2.2 K-nearest neighbors
Even though the K-nearest neighbors algorithm is not primarily intended for clustering, it is useful in
supervised recognizing and exploiting patterns for similar employee absenteeism insurance customers. To
support predicting conditional customer churn risk and determining expected retention investment returns,
accuracy might increase if estimations are based on Knn most similar training data points only. The
identified Knn data points with selected features serve as a personal clustered training dataset custom to
each of the customers whose churn risk and expected retention investment is considered. The K-nearest
neighbors algorithm calculates dissimilarity between numerical variables of the testing data point and all
training data points using the Euclidean distance (equation 20 and 21), its distance determination is thus
equivalent to that of the K-means approach.
Predictions and determinations in the assessment of customer i can now be based on the top Knn
numerically closest data points. As the testing and training data contains numerical attributes expressed in
various dimensions with different ranges (e.g. time to last mutation, total insured salary, number of
employees), all data is normalized beforehand.
Choosing parameter value Knn influences the algorithm results as larger Knn values decrease the effect
of noise in the classification, while lower Knn values increase the distinctive power of boundaries. Input
parameter Knn is initially determined by following the average cluster size resulting from the Km values
under analysis. Average cluster size are rounded up to thousands in order to ease interpretability for
internal stakeholders (table 9).
Parameter Km
20
10
4
2

Average cluster size (=training data points/Km)
924
1849
4621
9243

Parameter Knn
1000
2000
5000
10000

Table 9: Parameters Knn

5.2 Conditional customer churn risk
After identifying features relevant to the retention time of customer and finding significant clusters,
the estimated survival function for a particular customer (Ŝi(t)) can be determined, meaning the
probability that customer i is retained until at least time t. Note that the cluster assists in providing the
baseline hazard function (h0) and multiplicative attribute coefficients (βj). In case that two separate
customers are allocated to the exact same cluster of training data points, their personal characteristics Xi
are still recognized and acknowledged resulting in diverse expected retention periods. Figure 20 shows a
fictive hazard function tailored to the characteristics of customer i at time t, h(t | Xi).
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Figure 20: Fictive hazard function for customer i
(Staub & Gekenidis, 2011, https://www.slideshare.net/zhe1/kaplan-meier-survival-curves-and-the-logrank-test)

Particular notions introduced in figure 20 are that customer i is already known to have survived
during ts and its survival time is essentially unbounded. Therefore, to determine the probability of survival
for another tt time units, the probability of survival until ts should be taken into account. Given that the
customer has already survived until ts, calculating conditional probabilities facilitate in finding the
resulting probability of survival time T being equal or greater than ts + tt (equation 22).
(22)

Pr{T ≥ ts + tt | T ≥ ts} =

𝑆(𝑡𝑠 ) − 𝑆(𝑡𝑠 + 𝑡𝑡 )
𝑆(𝑡𝑠 )

Using the derivations shown in equations 16-18, the probability of survival until ts + tt, given that the
customer has already survived until ts can also be calculated using the probability density function
presented in equation 17, by determining the inverse area beneath the curve between ts and ts + tt
(equation 23).
(23)

𝑡 𝑠 +𝑡𝑡

Conditional survival probability: Pr{T ≥ ts + tt | T ≥ ts} = 1 − ∫𝑡

𝑠

𝑓(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

For these calculations tt can have any value ranging from 0 to infinity. Now, tt = D with D being
introduced as a decision variable for the insurance company denoting the time window in days for
determining the probability of retention. By calculating Pr{Ti ≥ ts + D | Ti ≥ ts}, the survival probability
during the next D days for customer i who has already survived for ts is given. The conditional customer
churn risk is the opposite of conditional survival probability (equation 24).
(24)

𝑡 𝑠 +𝐷

Conditional churn risk: 1 − Pr{T ≥ ts + D | T ≥ ts} = 1 − ∫𝑡

𝑠

𝑓(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

To support business interpretability of the conditional churn risk, the restricted mean survival time
(RMST) is introduced as the number of remaining survival days that is expected for customer i. RMST is
the expected time-to-churn in days. It provides the predicted period of survival of a customer and thus
approximates the area beneath the survival curve up to a certain point of time. Therefore, RMST analyses
allow to decide on the time window, for example D days, and results in a number D*qi (equation 25).
Here, qi denotes the fraction of days relative to the time window that customer i is expected to survive,
upper-bounded to 1 (Royston & Parmar, 2013). This technique is further elaborated in subsection 5.3.
(25)

Restricted mean survival time: RMSTi = D * qi
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5.3 Expected retention investment returns
Establishing RMST as the number of remaining survival days that is expected for customer i enables
calculating the expected premiums receivable produced by this particular customer. The magnitude of
premiums receivable from customer i is then equal to RMSTi * pi, with pi denoting the daily insurance cost
charged to the customer. In order to determine whether and how the expected premiums receivable over
predefined window D can be increased without increasing pi, manipulating RMSTi through qi is
considered. Note that this approach may be considered as an alternative method for determining the
expected customer lifetime value (CLTV) over a specific period.
A comparison of the estimated survival function for a particular customer i (Ŝi(t)) with similar
customers is performed. These similar customers are part of the predefined cluster on which the baseline
hazard function (h0) and multiplicative attribute coefficients (βj) were determined. At this stage however,
a distinction on earlier made retention investments is done. These retention investments, more commonly
referred to as ‘actions’, are predefined by the insurance business, are intended to improve customer
satisfaction and are believed to have a positive effect on retention time even though no statistical proof for
effectivity has been provided before this thesis project.
The constructed model recognizes which customers inside the involved group of Km clusters or Knn
training cases have been offered the additional retention actions and have benefitted from them. Training
data points known to have had a specific action Aa are extracted from the dataset and calculated as a
separate sub-cluster. As a result, using Kaplan-Meier estimators, an additional hazard rate based on only
those customer who had presumably taken advantage of action Aa is derived: ŜAa(t). Next, the course of all
ŜAa(t) for the various actions Aa can be compared in order to assess the relative increase (or decrease) in
expected customer retention time. RMST provides a formal method of comparing the consequences of
action Aa, where a higher qia (qi subject to an action Aa) relative to the baseline q0 is favorable. To add
clarity in this matter, figure 21 shows the baseline survival function for a particular customer i (Ŝi(t)) and
fictive survival functions for similar customers who have been offered action A1 or A2 (ŜA1(t) and ŜA2(t)).
Note that higher values of t correspond to the same survival function values viewed in green, implying
that a higher survival probability is expected after the same period t for those customers who received
action A1 or A2.

Figure 21: Fictive hazard function for customer i and expected results of A 1 and A2 at time t

To ensure that the expected effect on customer retention of action Aa is not biased by different times
of application of Aa (e.g., customer 1 is known to have received an action on day 100, while customer 2 is
known to have received the same type of action on day 1000), the time of retention investment is
standardized to the floor of D/tAa, with tAa being the day on which the action was done. This correction
implies that the expected effect of an action to customer i whose current retention period (ti) is between
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x*D and y*D, with x and y being respectively the highest and lowest integer such that x*D ≤ ti < y*D, is
only based on similar customers who have been offered the involved action between x*D and y*D. The
retention period effect of action Aa is determined by RMSTia - RMSTi0. In case this difference is positive,
action Aa is expected to lead to a decrease in churn probability.
To summarize this subsection, expected retention investment returns of action Aa to a specific
customer can be measured by statistically comparing survival functions of similar customers who did not
benefit from particular actions to those of customers who did benefit while respecting personal attribute
characteristics Xij and multiplicative attribute coefficients (βj). In this stage, the return of investment
expressed as increase in RMST, i.e., gained retention time. At this point, the principles of machine
reliability and maintenance are alleged: by closely examining customer (policy) traits, predictive
maintenance (retention investments or ‘actions’) increases the reliability (survival probability) of
employee absenteeism customers. The next subsection provides insights in how to convert the time
dimension into financial measures in such a way that the cost of interventions can be directly compared to
their financial returns.
5.4 Optimizing expected retention investment returns
To revert insights gained up until this subsection into practical considerations for the employee
absenteeism insurance business, the suitability of retention assessments is explored. This considers the
financial costs incurred for each Aa (C(Aa)), the maximum capacity for issuance and other constraints.
Next, the estimated effect on particular customers is modeled using the approach described in section 5.3
and computing the financial expected gain of an action: (RMSTia - RMSTi0) * pi (equation 26). The
requested payback period of investment C(Aa) declared by the business serves as D, so the RMST time
window is set to D.
(26)

Financial return of Aai: (RMSTia − RMSTi0) * pi = (D * qia − D * qi0) * pi

To decide whether action Aa is actually economically viable, the financial return should be greater
than C(Aa) such that the net financial return is positive (equation 27). Violation of this criterion is caused
by retention investment costs that are too high or expected RMST influences that are too limited or even
negative. Optimization of expected retention investment returns is performed by comparing effects of
each possible Aa for all active customers. Equation 28 provides a formal optimization problem statement
for retaining customer i.
(27)

Net financial return of Aai: C(Aa) − (RMSTia − RMSTi0) * pi

(28)

Maximize total net financial return:

max.
s.t.

(RMSTia − RMSTi0) * pi
i in I
a in A

To allocate resources specifically to those customers that lead to the highest RMST increases and
subsequent premiums receivable growth against lowest costs, a ranking of decreasing financial returns per
customer is constructed. This provides a clear overview of employee absenteeism customers that should
be focused on by providing one of the retention investments to decrease expected churn probability, that
takes into account both costs and benefits of retaining a customer.
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6. Results
To answer the main research question (How to design an accurate customer churn prediction model
for optimizing expected financial returns on retention investment using reliability and maintenance
analysis?), a theoretical framework is derived from techniques related to reliability and maintenance
engineering, mathematical statistics, (conditional) probability theory, proportional hazard models, random
forest classification, clustering algorithms, expected random values and machine learning as described in
section 5. In the current section, formal calculation methods are translated into a dynamic computational
model that is useful for predicting real life customer churn risks and optimizing retention investments.
Key decisions that influence model performance relate to preferred methods for feature selection
(Cox regression model versus MDA using random forest classification) and for customer clustering (Kmeans versus K-nearest neighbors) considering optimal K values. This section incorporates theoretical
insights into a prototype for churn risk prediction and retention investment optimization, while addressing
key decisions related to the final model design based on the training data (18485 cases, introduced in
section 4.7). The testing data (6162 cases, introduced in section 4.7) contributes in validating model
performance.
6.1 Predictive performance assessment and parameter optimization
The prediction model and decision parameters related to feature selection and customer clustering
method including optimization of K have been tested using the terminated employee absenteeism policies
in the training dataset. Therefore, end dates of all policies in this subset are available, meaning that the
model is trained using data of customers whose retention behavior from policy start date until policy
termination is known. First of all, the training data is split into groups using a time window parameter,
abbreviated TW. TW is equal to integer multiplications of D, being the payback period of investment
requested by the business (equation 29). For the performance assessment in this research, D is set to
365,25 days, the average numbers of days per year including leap years. This property means the model is
searching for retention investments to customers that have an expected payback period equal to or less
than 365,25 days.
(29)

Time window = TW = D * int, int ∈ {0:10}

TW has a maximum value of 365,25 * 10 = 3652,5 days. This means that 1,8% of policies (with a
retention time longer than 3652,5 days) are not taken into account for training the model. For every
possible value of TW, subgroups of training data policies with end dates between TW-1 and TW, and end
dates later than TW are formed (figure 22). The magnitude of policies per subgroup depends on the
sample size, SS. For all cases within these subgroups, the conditional churn risk expressed in restricted
mean survival time (RMST) is calculated.
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Figure 22: Formation of subgroups based on training data policies with known end dates

The predicted RMST values are subsequently assessed using two different performance measures
tailored to the prediction model:
- Adjusted mean absolute error:
1
(30)
𝐴𝑀𝐴𝐸 = 𝑆𝑆 ∗ ∑𝑆𝑆
̂𝑖 , 𝑇𝑊 ∗ 𝐷} − max{𝑥𝑖 , 𝑇𝑊 ∗ 𝐷}|)
𝑖=1(|max{𝑥
By calculating the unadjusted mean absolute error of predicted RMST values (𝑥̂𝑖 ) and real time-tochurn values, the performance measure is contaminated with high RMST errors for cases with end dates
later than TW. As only the expectation of whether a customer survives up to TW * D is relevant, the mean
absolute error measure is adjusted for predicted and real values bound to TW * D (AMAE, equation 30).
The absolute value of the difference between real and predicted values is used, since positive and negative
errors might otherwise cancel each other out. As higher discrepancies between predicted and real values
indicate low performance, lower magnitudes of the adjusted mean absolute error are favorable. An
AMAE of 365,25 would imply extreme errors (dependent on the sample values), while a performance of
0 suggests perfect predictive performance.
- Distinctive statistical power:
(31)
𝐷𝑆𝑃 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(max{𝑥̂𝑖 , 𝑇𝑊 ∗ 𝐷}, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑖{𝑇𝑊,→} )
− 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(max{𝑥̂𝑖 , 𝑇𝑊 ∗ 𝐷} , 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑖{𝑇𝑊−1,𝑇𝑊} )
In order to decide whether the prediction model is able to recognize the essentially different retention
behavior of customers in each of the subgroups (end dates between TW-1 and TW, and end dates later
than TW), their adjusted means are compared to each other using the distinctive statistical power (DSP,
equation 31) measure. Here, ti denotes the real time-to-churn value for customer i in each subgroup. As
higher predicted differences between the two subgroups indicate a better sense of discernment, higher
magnitudes of the distinctive statistical power are favorable. A DSP of 0 would imply absolutely no
model capacity to distinguish cases correctly, while a performance of 365,25 suggests perfect
distinctiveness (dependent on the sample values).
These two measures were used to assess the performance of each of the possible combinations of
feature selection and clustering methods translated in R code. Using SS=10 and ten iterations for each
instance of TW, the resulting performance outcomes were collected (table 10) with colors indicating the
optimal K value per clustering method-feature selection method (orange) and the overall optimal
approach (green).
In table 10, COX and MDARF refer to Cox proportional hazard regression models and mean decrease
accuracy ranking using random forest classification, respectively. From these results it is concluded that
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the clustering method K-means using Km=2 performs best when fed data resulting from the inner join of
the two proposed feature selection methods.

Clustering method
K-means

Variables
Feature selection method
COX

MDARF

COX∩MDARF

K-nearest neighbors

COX

MDARF

COX∩MDARF

Parameter K
20
10
4
2
20
10
4
2
20
10
4
2
1000
2000
5000
10000
1000
2000
5000
10000
1000
2000
5000
10000

Performance (days)
AMAE
DSP
66,1
27,8
54,1
55,0
55,2
55,7
61,0
41,6
69,0
16,8
62,7
28,7
64,8
27,3
62,8
36,9
55,1
36,0
50,4
36,8
52,4
41,2
42,6
62,5
64,4
25,8
66,2
23,7
68,9
14,9
71,5
5,8
62,0
24,7
66,1
18,7
69,4
10,9
72,0
5,5
59,5
35,9
63,8
28,0
68,3
13,8
71,5
4,0

Table 10: Prediction model performance measures

6.1.1 Validation of predictive performance
The complete testing dataset (6162 cases, section 4.7) is fed into the model. No distinction was made
between active and terminated employee absenteeism policies, as the prediction model does not
necessitate discrimination between statuses. However, to validate the predictive performance, the
performance measures are based on the results for terminated policies only as their real churn date is
known which can therefore be compared to the predicted dates. Furthermore, the measure of distinctive
statistical power is discarded in this stage because it facilitates the identification of the most accurate
feature selection method and clustering method, but does not add value to assessing the final predictive
performance. The final resulting adjusted mean absolute error is displayed in table 11.

Clustering method
K-means

Variables
Feature selection method
COX∩MDARF

Parameter K
2

Performance (days)
AMAE
47,9

Table 11: Validated prediction model performance measure
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Note that the AMAE performance of this validation is better than any of the AMAE results in table
10, except for that of the same parameter set (clustering method K-means using Km=2 when fed data
resulting from the inner join of the two proposed feature selection methods). A table with more detailed
validation results per time window TW and associated TW group sizes is included in Appendix E. These
results are compared to a benchmark performance in section 6.1.2.
6.1.2 Benchmark for predictive performance
An alternative basic prediction method for customer churn is considering the average remaining
customer lifetime based on the highest integer product of D days that are known to have completely
passed. This method provides analysts of the insurance company with a relatively easy way of deciding
whether a retention investment is likely to be profitable. Figure 23 shows an example of where the
assessed customer has passed TW and their remaining retention period is calculated from the weighted
average of other customers’ remaining retention periods after TW during the timeline.

Figure 23: Formation of subgroups based on policies with known end dates

Applying this calculation method to the testing dataset (equal to the testing dataset mentioned in
subsection 6.1.1) has led to the result as presented in table 12.

Clustering method
None

Variables
Feature selection method
End dates only

Parameter K
N.A.

Performance (days)
AMAE
100,7

Table 12: Benchmark prediction model performance measure

A more detailed table of validation results per time window TW is provided in Appendix F. The
AMAE performance measures in table 11 and 12 shows that the prediction model constructed in this
thesis and validated in section 6.1.1 clearly outperforms this basic back-of-the-envelope method based on
average remaining lifetimes only.
6.2 Prescriptive performance interpretability
To model the interpretability effectivity and return of applying retention investments Aa (table 13) on
customers, a sample of 5 employee absenteeism policies is drawn randomly. For these five cases, the
algorithm computes the optimal action per customer following the optimization problem statement
presented in equation 28, the clustering method (K-means with Km=2) and feature selection method
(COX∩MDARF) that proved to be most accurate in section 6.1. For the actual cost of retention
investments C(Aa), fictive values were used since the real costs are not (yet) available. Still, in cases
where discounts are offered to the customer (A2 and A3), the cost of retention investment depends on the
current premiums receivable from the customer, pi. Only information on the effects of the optimal
identified action for each policy is presented to the user of the algorithm. After ranking the policies by
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decreasing net financial returns, the partially fictive results are as shown in table 14 (policy numbers are
replaced for client privacy). Note that A0 (with C(A0)=0) is assigned to the event in which no retention
investment is done.
Retention investment cost (€)
0,00
50,00
0,10 * pi * 365,25
0,25 * pi * 365,25
500,00

Retention investment
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4

Description
None (do not apply any action)
Telephonic policy renewal offer
Telephonic policy revision offer
Discount premium rate
Organize custom services

Table 13: Retention investment types ranked according to increasing fictive C(Aa)

Policy
number,
pi (€)
5, p5 = 2,50
2, p2 = 1,40
1, p1 = 2,00
3, p3 = 3,10
4, p4 = 0,98

Retention
baseline
(days)
3158
1571
360
259
1450

Optimal
retention
investment
A2
A2
A1
A0
A0

Retention
investment
cost (€)
91,31
51,14
50,00
0,00
0,00

Retention
extension
(days)
179
200
32
N.A.
N.A.

Net financial return (€)

447,50 - 91,31 = 356,19
280,00 - 51,14 = 228,86
64,00 - 50,00 = 14,00
N.A.
N.A.

Table 14: Prescriptions for a sample of employee absenteeism policies

Table 14 states that the customer with employee absenteeism policy number 5 should be offered
action A2, as his expected resulting customer lifetime extension is equal to 179 days, which increases the
company’s net income generated from this customer with €356,19 compared to the baseline. In contrast,
even though focusing on policy number 2 with the appropriate action A1 would lead to a higher expected
customer lifetime extension, the net financial return is lower as a result of lower daily premiums
receivable associated with this customer.
For two policies in the sample optimal action 0 (A0) was identified. This phenomenon occurs because
of one or both of the following model foundations:
-

Action 0 applies when no real retention investments turn out to be profitable to the insurance
company, i.e. there is no expected financial benefit from any of the investments.

-

The constructed model only recognizes actions taken between x*D and y*D, with x and y being
the highest and lowest integer, respectively, such that x*D ≤ ti < y*D, for assessing effectivity to
customer i. If an action is not included in the involved cluster fulfilling this condition, its
effectivity to the assessed customer cannot be predicted. In other words, when a customer who
has currently been active for 100 days is assessed, appropriate retention investments are based on
similar customers who have been offered an action within their customer period of 0*365,25 until
1*365,25 days. If no retention investments were done during that time period, action 0 is
prescribed.

After consulting subject matter experts, it is validated that table 14 is well-interpretable and actions
are suitable for follow-up, i.e., it is probable that the proposed retention investments are executed in the
insurance company’s real-world practices.
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7. Conclusions and recommendations
To conclude the research, this section includes final remarks, reflective judgments and advice on
further theoretical and practical approach.
7.1 Key findings
Referring to the problem statement (section 1.2), the research goal is to provide a scientific,
statistically substantiated system that predicts future employee absenteeism policy termination and
stimulates business interventions that steer customer behavior in financial favor of the company. In this
view, both goals are reached using multiple mathematical techniques and incorporating a framework that
turns numbers into proposed actions.
Incorporation of the restricted mean survival time (RSMT) is key, as it serves in translating insights
resulting from feature selection and clustering methods into a prediction that is business-interpretable,
while taking into account time-dependency and customer-specific attributes. These topics have
transcended the field of regular reliability and maintenance engineering applied to components or
systems, as predictive power is now extended to prescriptive value for optimizing retention investments
specified for individual customers. A brief solution to each of the earlier mentioned research subquestions (section 1.3) is provided below:
Sub-question 1: Which stored data is useful for predicting customer churn?
- All active and terminated policies issued between January 1st 2008 until the data import date
(March 19th 2018) including insurance agreements and company profile details, NPS surveys,
registered insurance claims, competitive position rankings, and the given whether a customer also
benefits from other types of collective income insurance at the insurance company (WIA), proves to
include important and meaningful data. Model included features that are relevant to predicting churn
are identified by the inner join of two feature selection methods: Cox proportional hazard regression
model and mean decrease accuracy ranking using random forest classification.
Sub-question 2: How to design an accurate customer churn prediction model?
- Among the cases included in the training dataset, only those customers are selected that show
similarities with the customer whose churn is being predicted. The use of clustering method K-means
with K=2 appears to be most accurate to fit a baseline hazard model (h0) and attribute coefficients
(βj) to. The resulting hazard model is useful for predicting churn behavior dependent on attribute
characteristics Xij of customer i.
Sub-question 3: How to determine individual customer profitability?
- Business interpretability of the conditional churn risk is supported by introducing the restricted
mean survival time (RMST). It provides the predicted period of survival of a customer and thus
approximates the area beneath the survival curve up to a certain point in time. By multiplying the
RMST in days with the daily premiums receivable associated with a customer, the expected
customer lifetime value (CLTV) over a specific period is determined.
Sub-question 4: How to compare retention intervention effects on churn behavior for individual
customers?
- The constructed model recognizes which customers within the involved group of Km clusters have
benefited from the additionally offered retention actions. Training data points known to have had
action Aa specifically are extracted from the dataset and calculated as a separate sub-cluster. Using
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RMST, the various possible scenarios of matching a retention intervention are assessed and
compared using RMSTia - RMSTi0, being the customer lifetime extension driven by application of
action Aa relative to the scenario in which no investment was done.
Sub-question 5: How to optimize expected financial returns on retention investment?
- To decide whether action Aa is actually economically viable, the financial return should be greater
than C(Aa). Optimization of expected retention investment returns is performed by comparing effects
of each possible Aa for all active customers. Ranking the policies according to decreasing net
financial returns results in a very well interpretable overview of customers that are financially most
attractive to offer the individually optimized retention intervention. This model feature allows to
generate prescriptive outcomes rather than predictions only. When real data on retention investment
cost is available, it is possible to calculate the total financial profits associated with prescribed
actions to the whole customer base.
Merging insights gained from answering each of the sub-sections leads to the prediction and
optimization model realized in R code. As the code follows the principles of machine learning theory and
data concerning (application of) retention investments gets more extensive when the model outcomes are
followed by the insurance company, its performance increases over time along with the input richness and
quality. The latter however does require accurate registration of retention investments made for those
particular employee absenteeism policies.
The theoretical background included in section 2 briefly covers other, more traditional analysis and
prediction models. In contrast to the majority of cited literature, the prediction method presented in this
thesis emphasizes the influence of an organization’s retention investments on predicted customer churn
behavior, and successfully optimizes allocation of retention investments. Therefore, the research succeeds
in fulfilling the research motivation (section 1.4).
7.2 Implementation advice
A recent report of EY (EY, 2015) states that data analytics can enable an organization to effectively
grow, optimize and retain value. Companies benefit from information exploitation in managing value. As
the prediction model constructed in this thesis can be a powerful tool in predicting the behavior of the
most important asset, i.e., its customers, and supports effectively retaining them, successful
implementation is extremely valuable in pursuing the insurance company’s strategic goals of maintaining
a stable and profitable customer base. The two following subsections provide additional guidelines for
implementing insights derived in this thesis to the insurance company’s operations.
7.2.1 Prototype, experimentation and implementation
The prediction model constructed during the thesis project can be considered as a working prototype
based on an R script that is linked to the mentioned data sources and can be rerun anytime. Critical
attention however is needed for including valid information on retention investments done in the past. At
the time of the thesis project, only limited input of this type is available. Therefore, the insurance
company should make efforts in collecting more of the past data or execute the model on limited input
and increase the retention investment data simultaneously over time. In this perspective, the insurance
company has already started evaluating how to follow up prescribed actions and register resulting effects
related to churn and retention.
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Results are thus valid for further inspection or even experimentation by practical adoption of
proposed retention interventions. The algorithm should however be closely examined and thoroughly
tested for bugs or any other kind of malfunctioning before formal adjustment of internal customer service
procedures. When approved, operational deployment can be initiated. This deployment is supposed to
introduce a method of monitoring and analyzing individual customer churn risks, and continuously
tracking whether a retention investment should be made. The difference with the current way of working
of the insurance company is that (indirect) signals derived from the data sources are then statistically
proven churn-indicators, while customer churn probabilities were merely intuitively estimated in the past.
Successful implementation of the prediction model leads to accurate prediction of churn probabilities
among individual customers, retention investment allocation to customers that are expected to yield high
returns on investment, extended customer retention periods and lower collective churns rates according to
both equation 4 and 5 (all other things being equal). The insurance company might choose to use the
predictive capability of the model to anticipate on customer churn only or use the full model features by
following the prescriptive suggestions on allocating retention investments. It is advised to reassess model
accuracy with annual regularity, to prevent consistent unprofitable investment prescriptions. If
recalibration is desired, section 6.1 should be repeated in order to sharpen predictive performance
assessment and parameter optimization.
7.2.2 Ethical considerations
On 25th of May 2018, during the thesis project, compliance with a tightened General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) was required from all processors of personal data based in the European Union,
including commercial organizations such as the insurance company involved. The GDPR aims at
improving data protection and privacy for all individual citizens and residents and giving back the control
over their own data.
Since this thesis uses a broad range of data, a risk of regulation validation may be present. However,
one should be aware that the GDPR is in force for individuals only, not for data integrity related to
organizations. As employee absenteeism policies are issued in a B2B context and the data involved with
the prediction model does not relate to natural persons, the GDPR does not directly create a barrier for
implementation. Data on contact persons assigned at each B2B client to the insurance company however,
should be handled with greatest care. For example contact persons’ names, telephone numbers or
company functions should be anonymized or, preferably, removed from the dataset concerned with the
model. In this respect, it has been decided to remove any personal data at the very first moment of
extraction in the data preparation stage to comply with the GDPR.
7.3 Limitations
Even though the thesis project was executed with a high level of attention for details and constraints,
a few restrictive notes apply to this work. Critical limitations that the insurance company and internal
stakeholders should be aware of, are the following:
-

Reliance on past observations: The proposed prediction model relies on similarity between
current and past customers. Subject to the feature selection method, a customer whose churn
probability and optimal retention investment are determined is matched to customers whose
retention behavior is known based on equivalence of data attributes. Although the model
incorporates Cox regression coefficients to tailor survival functions and hazard rates to individual
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customers using relevant clusters, it still fundamentally relies on the assumption that past
customer retention data is representative for future customer churn behavior and customer
sensitivity to retention investments.
-

No acknowledgment of moderator variables: The algorithm assumes that no variables act as a
moderator to the relationship of two or more other attributes. This means that there is no
acknowledgement of variables that affect the direction or strength of the relation between
features. The feature selection methods used are not designed to identify moderator variables, and
therefore important information might have unconsciously been negated or removed from the
dataset. Advanced methods for moderator identification might reveal new insights that stimulate
recognition of moderators in the dataset and improve the accuracy of the prediction model.

-

Proportional hazards only: As mentioned in section 5.1.1.1, a drawback of using Cox regression
methods is that it cannot handle non-proportional hazards. This means that the multiplicative
relationship between Cox regression coefficients (β) and customer characteristics (Xi) is assumed
to be constant over time. The analysis carried out in this thesis discards features that have nonproportional influence, causing a loss of potentially valuable information. Sustaining and
correctly addressing non-proportional retention covariates from a statistical perspective might
improve the accuracy of the predicted model.

-

Parameter ranges: Due to the computational complexity and excessive burden of the prediction
model, no cross-validation is applied to the research to derive more accurate performance
estimates. Also, a sample size for testing data is introduced in the performance assessment
(section 6.1), although the prediction model is ideally assessed on all available testing data,
implying an infinite testing data sample size. Furthermore, examination of the results presented in
table 10 reveals that the optimal parameter K for the clustering method based on the K-nearest
neighbors algorithm is ever equal to the lower bound of considered parameters: 1000. This
indicates that the set of considered parameters should have been wider, or at least include values
lower than 1000, as the current results do not indicate whether the prediction model performance
keeps increasing for lower K values. More efficient deployment of the R code and addressing
additional computational capacity allows inclusion of cross-validation, infinite testing data
sample sizes and wider ranges of K values for both clustering methods.

-

Inclusion of fictive data: Section 6.2 presents prescriptive results based on the analysis explained
in this thesis. As stated, fictive values where used in case real data was not (yet) available. In
order to construct reliable results, estimations of retention investment cost should be determined
by the insurance company and incorporated in the model.

-

Retention investment timing suggestion: In case a customer has currently been retained for time T
in [TW - 1, TW) and the prediction model prescribes to apply action Aa to this customer, no formal
guidelines are proposed as to when the retention investment should actually be done. However, it
is suggested to do the retention investment as quickly as possible - subject to operational
constraints at the insurance company - to ensure the return on investment is collected closest to
the day of action prescription.

-

Retention investment memorylessness: When the retention investment has been done for a
specific customer, it is possible that the same action is again prescribed to the same customer in
the next model execution, as long as the expected increase in customer retention extension is
sufficiently large. This is a result of the fact that the prediction model does not take into account
actions that were taken in the past when prescribing a specific retention investment for a
customer. In case the insurance company wants to limit the number of actions done per customer,
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these customers should be left out in the prescriptive analysis performed by the model for as long
as suggested by the insurance company.
7.4 Implications for future research
Apart from the key findings and imposed limitations, also a number of interesting perspectives for
future research have appeared. These include the following:
-

Additional data sources: Outside the data sources mentioned in section 4, more attributes
originating from other sources could be added to the model. Examples are inclusion of data
regarding complaints filed by customers, direct communication between the insurance company
and its customers, and changes in Dutch law considering employee absenteeism regulations. A
major advantage of the prediction model is that it automatically assesses whether the additional
data attributes are indeed relevant to the retention and churn behavior of customer by applying the
two proposed feature selection methods.

-

Voluntary versus non-voluntary churn motives: The churn probability predicted by the model is
based on cases of both voluntary (due to for example more attractive pricing at competitors) and
non-voluntary (due to for example business bankruptcy) policy termination of customers in the
past, resulting in a compounded expected churn probability. Future research might assess whether
particular customers are more likely to (non-)voluntarily churn than others, and compare the
compounded expected churn probability to expected churn probability based on either voluntary
or non-voluntary policy termination of customers in the past.

-

Expected daily profit per customer: An interesting addition to the model is replacement of input
parameter pi (expected premiums receivable per day produced by customer i) by πi, denoting the
expected profit per day produced by customer i. This ensures that costs of intervention
investments are compared to the net expected profits instead of the brut expected premiums
receivable, which minimizes the risk of applying costly retention investments to customers that
are not profitable to the insurance company. This model extension requires an estimation of daily
profitability per individual customer.

-

Stimulating churn of unprofitable customers: A further extension of the previous research
implication is application of retention investments that are expected to have an unfavorable
(decreasing) influence on customer retention, i.e. an action that seems to latently stimulate
customers to churn. This retention investment consequence may be profitable to offer to
customers with a negative πi value, meaning customers whose claim burden is higher than the
premiums receivable. Following this reasoning, it might be favorable to the insurance company to
do a relatively small investment that is expected to increase the probability of an unprofitable
customer terminating its policy.

-

Custom parameter K* for K-nearest neighbors algorithm: The clustering method based on Knearest neighbors is incorporated in the algorithm such that it includes the data of all K similar
cases, except for when the number of cases in a certain time window is less than K. However,
model accuracy is expected to increase when the algorithm is able to detect after which K*
number of data points similarity is quickly decreasing, allowing it to use a custom cutoff value
equal to K* of including new data points in the prediction. This presumably leads to less
irrelevant data to which the expected churn risk is based.
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-

Data clustering approaches and feature selection methods: Incorporation and validation of any
other (hard or soft) data clustering approaches and feature selection methods (including mutual
inner joins, outer joins etc.) might lead to higher prediction model accuracy.

-

Acknowledgment of finite retention investment capacity: Knapsack problem formulations might
add structure in allocation of retention investments. In the thesis, it is assumed that resources
regarding the investments are ample. In practice however, the insurance company faces fixed
employee capacity to fulfill activities involved with the retention investments. A relatively
profitable action that is highly time-consuming, may then turn out to be passed in favor of two
smaller actions to other customers that are less impacting capacity related to investments and
work force.

-

Application of the model to other products, organizations and sectors: An essential insight from
the analysis and prediction model presented in this thesis, is that it is - outside of the preparation
of input data - generally applicable to other products. The insurance company is able to relatively
easily embed the analysis methods to the whole insurance type range. Moreover, any
subscription-based company can benefit from the predictive accuracy and prescriptive actions
proposed by a similar model. This thesis is therefore relevant to every organization that is
interested in analyzing, predicting and controlling customer churn.
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Appendices
Appendix A - Literature review: Search protocol
Academic search engines provided the majority of information and data used for the literature review.
Search terms used are repeatedly verified and adjusted in order to obtain the final set. Subsequently,
suggested publications were evaluated using various criteria before involving them in this study. This
appendix provides further details on the search protocol executed.
A1.1 Literature sources
The goal of this literature review was to investigate how business-to-business (B2B) subscriptionbased companies analyze, predict and control churn among customers. Its scope was generally limited to
academic approaches and knowledge. To achieve a rich view on the research area, a number of search
engines was used (table A.1).
ACM Digital Library

IEEE Xplore

Springer

ScienceDirect

URL: https://www.dl.acm.org/advsearch.cfm?coll=DL&dl=ACM
Focus area: Research, discovery and networking platform containing full-text collection
of all ACM publications, full-text publications from selected publishers, a
comprehensive bibliographic database focused exclusively on the field of computing and
a richly interlinked set of connections among authors, works, institutions and specialized
communities (ACM DL, 2018).
URL: https://www.ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
Focus area: For discovery of scientific and technical content published by the IEEE
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineer) and its publishing partners. IEEE
Xplore provides web access to over four-million full-text documents from some of the
world’s most highly-cited publications in electrical engineering, computer science, and
electronics (IEEE Xplore, 2018).
URL: https://www.link.springer.com/
Focus area: Leading global scientific, technical and medical portfolio, providing
researchers in academia, scientific institutions and corporate R&D departments with
quality content through innovative information, products and services (Springer, 2018).
URL: https://www.sciencedirect.com/
Focus area: Leading platform of peer-reviewed scholarly literature. Researcher, teachers,
students, healthcare and information professionals use ScienceDirect to improve the way
they search, discover, read, understand and share scholarly research (Elsevier, 2018).
Table A.1: Search engines used for literature review

A1.2 Search terms
The search engines have been deployed using predetermined search terms. To define appropriate
search terms, the objectives of the literature review were split into three concisely formulated subparts
(category A) including synonyms (selected after consulting Thesaurus/www.thesaurus.com):
A1. Analyzing / evaluating / inspecting
A2. Predicting / anticipating / forecasting
A3. Controlling / managing / regulating
The first subpart, ‘Analyzing’, broadly relates to existing literature that describes what data is relevant
to analyze churn. It should provide insights to for example churn types, drivers, and visualization
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methods. The second subpart, ‘Predicting’, should illustrate how to use data related to churn to calculate
churn risks of collective customer bases or individual clients. The third subpart, ‘Controlling’, functions
as stimulus to find out how to embed prediction methods in an organization’s operations to limit churn
risks. Multiple synonyms and homonyms were used for churn, those taken into account for this literature
review are grouped in category B:
B1. Churn / customer outflow / customer flow out / customer loss / client outflow / client flow out /
client loss
B2. Customer retention / customer loyalty / client retention / client loyalty
As this literature review focused on the business-to-business (B2B) market and subscription-based
companies, additional keys were formed by the following phrases in category C:
C1. Business-to-business / business to business / B2B / BtoB
C2. Subscription / periodical
To form the final search terms, subpart A1, A2 and A3 were each AND-combined with all elements
from category B, inter-linked with an OR-boolean, and all elements from category C, inter-linked with an
OR-boolean too. Subparts A1, A2 and A3 were truncated with an asterisk to allow for variations between
verbs, nouns and (if applicable) adjectives. An example syntax is given below:
Search term 1: (analyz* OR evaluat* OR inspect*) AND (churn OR customer outflow OR
customer flow out OR customer loss OR client outflow OR client flow out OR client loss
OR customer retention OR customer loyalty OR client retention OR client loyalty)
AND (business- to-business OR business to business OR B2B OR BtoB OR subscription
OR periodical)
Search term 2: (predict* OR anticipat* OR forecast*) AND (churn OR customer outflow OR
customer flow out OR customer loss OR client outflow OR client flow out OR client loss
OR customer retention OR customer loyalty OR client retention OR client loyalty)
AND (business- to-business OR business to business OR B2B OR BtoB OR subscription
OR periodical)
Search term 3: (control* OR manag* OR regulat*) AND (churn OR customer outflow OR
customer flow out OR customer loss OR client outflow OR client flow out OR client loss
OR customer retention OR customer loyalty OR client retention OR client loyalty)
AND (business- to-business OR business to business OR B2B OR BtoB OR subscription
OR periodical)
If required, specific search term syntaxes are tailored to each of the used search engines outside this
literature review.
A1.3 Selection criteria
Search results were considered in this literature review only when they comply to pre-determined
criteria on accessibility and content. These criteria have been constructed to ensure that only qualitative
and highly relevant literature is used.
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Criteria considering the accessibility of literature address written language (only English sources were
selected) and availability of the full text (sources of which only abstracts are published/accessible were
not considered).
In terms of content, articles with sufficiently recent publication dates were reviewed. As markets,
businesses and customer behavior have changed significantly during the digitization trends and
consequentially to the rise of the Internet (Greenstein, Lerner, & Stern, 2010), only literature published on
or after January 1st, 2000 was considered. Furthermore, more recently published documentation was
preferred over older ones. Also, the article’s theme should have included actual coverage of the themes
that the intended search terms refer too. Coincidental hits on non-related literature were thus manually
filtered out of the results before continuing with the analyses.
Apart from this prearranged set of criteria, the relevance of search results was generally assessed by
reading the title, consulting the year of publication, and studying a preview, abstract or summary of the
actual text. Note that in this stage no distinction was made between practice-oriented and analysis-related
publications as both support the objective of this literature review.
A1.4 Search results
This section focuses on the results that are generated by using the search engines. Additional filter
options and the number of results provided by each of the four search engines for the three search terms
are included in table A.2. A manual check assessing the journal’s quality and number of citations per
article was executed for each iteration. As in this phase the proposed search terms turned out to result in
thousands of irrelevant articles, all elements in category B except for ‘churn’ were deleted from the search
terms.
Studying the search results by their title and authors, it has turned out no single results were provided
by multiple search engines per search term. The amount of unique search results for search term 1, search
term 2 and search term 3 are therefore 16, 14 and 12 respectively. Between each other, two search results
are relevant to multiple search terms. Therefore, 40 unique literature sources in total were identified using
the search protocol.
ACM Digital Library

IEEE Xplore

Search term 1:
Additional filters: Number of results: 168
Number of results after manual check: 9
Search term 2:
Additional filters: Number of results: 340
Number of results after manual check: 7
Search term 3:
Additional filters: Number of results: 580
Number of results after manual check: 6
Search term 1:
Additional filters: Number of results: 7
Number of results after manual check: 1
Search term 2:
Additional filters: Number of results: 4
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Springer

ScienceDirect

Number of results after manual check: 0
Search term 3:
Additional filters: Number of results: 18
Number of results after manual check: 0
Search term 1:
Additional filters: Article/Computer Science/Artificial Intelligence/Data Mining and
Knowledge Discovery
Number of results: 15
Number of results after manual check: 2
Search term 2:
Additional filters: Article/Computer Science/Artificial Intelligence/Data Mining and
Knowledge Discovery
Number of results: 15
Number of results after manual check: 2
Search term 3:
Additional filters: Article/Computer Science/Artificial Intelligence/Data Mining and
Knowledge Discovery
Number of results: 15
Number of results after manual check: 1
Search term 1:
Additional filters: Topic/Churn
Number of results: 27
Number of results after manual check: 4
Search term 2:
Additional filters: Topic/Churn
Number of results: 28
Number of results manual check: 5
Search term 3:
Additional filters: Topic/Churn
Number of results: 29
Number of results after manual check: 5
Table A.2: Search results per search engine and search term
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Appendix B - Missing values: Value imputation details
Variable name
Dekking

Missing values (%)
1,3

Contractduur

1,3

Inloopindicator

1,3

Naverrekeningindicator

1,3

Uitloopindicator

1,3

Opzegtermijn

1,3

IsFlexOpzegbaar

1,3

Incassobetaaltermijn

8,0*10-3

Verzekerdloon

7,0

X.werknemers

6,1

Offerte_Verzekerdloon

1,3

Offerte_.werknemers

1,3

Dekkkingjaar1

1,3

Dekkkingjaar2

1,3

Werkgeverslasten

1,3

ERperiode

3,7

Uitkeringspercentage

28,7

Jaar_t.3

1,3

Verzuimpercentage_t.3

17,8

Verzuim_t.3_bekend_1.
0
Verzuim_t.3_berekend_
1.0
Jaar_t.2

1,3

Verzuimpercentage_t.2

14,4

Verzuim_t.2_bekend_1.
0

1,3

1,3
1,3

Attribute properties
Integer values only: 1. 100% of all
non-missing values = 1
Integer values only: 1, 3. 81,8% of all
non-missing values = 1
Integer values only: 0, 1. 89,4% of all
non-missing values = 0
Integer values only: 0, 1. 97,5% of all
non-missing values = 0
Integer values only: 0, 1. 72,8% of all
non-missing values = 0
Integer values only: 1, 2. 92,8% of all
non-missing values = 1
Integer values only: 0, 1. 70,1% of all
non-missing values = 1
Integer values only: 1:4. 45,7% of all
non-missing values = 4
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 175234,5,
56375
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 6,76, 3
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 177281,6,
62000
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 11,9, 3
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 92,5, 100
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 69,2, 70,0
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 4.13, 0
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 21,58, 10,0
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 100,2, 100
Years 2005:2015.
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 2,67, 0,93
Integer values only: 0, 1. 85,0% of all
non-missing values = 1
Integer values only: 0, 1. 74,0% of all
non-missing values = 1
Years 2006:2016.
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 2,91, 1,05
Integer values only: 0, 1. 89,0% of all
non-missing values = 1
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Solution
Replace all missing values with 0
to indicate opposite from baseline
Replace all missing values with 1
Replace all missing values with 0
Replace all missing values with 0
Replace all missing values with 0
Replace all missing values with 1
Replace all missing values with 1
Replace all missing values with 4
Replace all missing values with
mean (175234,5)
Replace all missing values with
mean (6,76)
Replace all missing values with
mean (177281,6)
Replace all missing values with
mean (11,9)
Replace all missing values with
median (100)
Replace all missing values with
median (70)
Replace all missing values with
median (0)
Replace all missing values with
median (10)
Replace all missing values with
median (100)
Replace all missing values with
mutation start year
Replace all missing values with
median (0,93)
Replace all missing values with 1
Replace all missing values with 1
Replace all missing values with
Jaar_t.3 + 1
Replace all missing values with
median (1,05)
Replace all missing values with 1

Verzuim_t.2_berekend_
1.0
Jaar_t.1

1,3

Verzuimpercentage_t.1

11,7

Verzuim_t.1_bekend_1.
0
Verzuim_t.1_berekend_
1.0
LDV_Verzuimverleden

1,3

LDV_Verwachtverzuim
percentage
LDV_Risicopremiecorr
ectieFactor
LDV_rp., LDV_k1,
LDV_k2, LDV_k3,
LDV_w, LDV_i,
LDV_b1, LDV_b2,
LDV_b3, LDV_conv_c,
LDV_prol_c, LDV_m,
LDV_v_branche,
LDV_v_makelaar,
LDV_ac, LDV_ic,
LDV_cc1, LDV_tp,
LDV_bp.
LDV_cc2, LDV_tp_pc

10,5

LDV_com_c_eb,
LDV_conv_c_eb,
LDV_prol_c_eb
VM_bp.

10,5

IndexVerzekerdloonVs
Offerte
IndexWerknemersVsOf
ferte
VerzekerdloonDevelop
ment
WerknemersDevelopme
nt
CategoryTelefoonnum
mer

7,3

ContactDate,
ResponseDate,
LooptijdContactDate,
LooptijdResponseDate
AverageNumberClaims,
AverageClaimLength,
AverageLateClaims,
AverageEarlyClaims,
AverageTimelyClaims,

95,7

1,3

1,3
10,5

1,3
6,0

1,3

28,1

7,1

0,4

36,1

Integer values only: 0, 1. 74,0% of all
non-missing values = 1
Years 2007:2017.
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 3,24; 1,26
Integer values only: 0, 1. 93,0% of all
non-missing values = 1
Integer values only: 0, 1. 74,0% of all
non-missing values = 1
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 2,98; 2,28
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 3,91; 3,62
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 0,29; 0,00
Continuous values. Various means,
medians of all non-missing values per
variable

Continuous values. Various means,
medians of all non-missing values per
variable
Continuous values. Various means,
medians of all non-missing values per
variable
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 0,4; 0,3
Continuous index values. Default
value (no variance) = 1
Continuous index values. Default
value (no variance) = 1
Continuous index values. Default
value (no variance) = 1
Continuous index values. Default
value (no variance) = 1
Factors. Non-missing values include
factor ‘[Empty]’ (no available
telephone number)
Values are based on registered NPS
responses. Missing values are present
in rows for policies on which no NPS
response was registered.
Values are based on registered
claims. Missing values are present in
rows for policies on which no claim
was registered.
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Replace all missing values with 1
Replace all missing values with
Jaar_t.3+2 = Jaar_t.2 + 1
Replace all missing values with
median (1,26)
Replace all missing values with 1
Replace all missing values with 1
Replace all missing values with
mean (2,98)
Replace all missing values with
mean (3,91)
Replace all missing values with
median (0,00)
Replace all missing values with
median (various)

Replace all missing values with
median (various)
Replace all missing values with
median (various)
Replace all missing values with
median (0,3)
Replace all missing values with 1
Replace all missing values with 1
Replace all missing values with 1
Replace all missing values with 1
Replace all missing values with
factor ‘[Empty]’
Replace all missing values with
‘Inf’

Replace all missing values with 0

AverageUitkering,
MaxStrafVerleden,
MaxWeigerOpzegging,
AverageContractduur,
AverageUitloopInd,
AverageBetTermijn, ,
AverageDekkingJ1,
AverageDekkingJ2,
AverageWGLasten,
AverageClaimLoon,
AveragePolisLoon,
AverageVerzekerdLoon
MinIncassobetaalwijze,
MaxIncassobetaalwijze

37,3

RatioPolisLoon.ClaimL
oon

36,1

Verzuimpercentage_M
AX
CompetitivePosition1

18,6

CompetitivePosition2

43,9

CompetitivePosition3

62,2

CompetitivePosition4

41,9

WIA

1,8

63,2

Values are based on registered
claims. Missing values are present in
rows for policies on which no claim
was registered.
Values are based on registered
claims. Missing values are present in
rows for policies on which no claim
was registered. Default value (no
variance) = 1
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 2,97; 1,89
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 0,4; 0,4
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 0,3; 0,3
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 0,5; 0,4
Continuous values. Mean, median of
all non-missing values = 0,4; 0,4
Factors. 92,8% is ‘Nee’
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Replace all missing values with 0

Replace all missing values with 1

Replace all missing values with
median (1,89)
Replace all missing values with
mean (0,4)
Replace all missing values with
mean (0,3)
Replace all missing values with
mean (0,5)
Replace all missing values with
mean (0,4)
Replace all missing values with
factor ‘Nee’

Appendix C - Outlier assessment
Variable name
Contractduur

Verzekerdloon

X.werknemers

Offerte_Verzekerdloon

Offerte_.werknemers

Teller
Dekkingjaar1
Dekkingjaar2

Uitkeringspercentage
IndexVerzekerdloonVs
Offerte
IndexWerknemersVsOf
ferte
AverageMutationsOpsc
horting
AverageMutationsArbo
dienst
AverageMutationsBedri
jfsgegevens
AverageMutationsBetaa
lgegevens
AverageMutationsCont
actpersoon
AverageMutationsContr
act
AverageMutationsOpsc
hortingen
AverageMutationsTerm

Assessment outcome
24090 (78,7%) of all
remaining policies
contain a contractual
period of 1 year, the rest
contains one of 3 years.
Presence of outliers
according to IQR
analysis (variables
indicating financial
measures were logtransformed before
analyzing).
Presence of policies on
which the number of
declared employees is
0.
Presence of policies on
which quoted insured
salary is equal to 0.
Presence of policies on
which the number of
employees according to
the quote issued is equal
to 0.
Outliers in amount of
mutations per policy.
No outliers.
No outliers.
No outliers.
Presence of outliers
according to IQR
analysis.
Presence of outliers
according to IQR
analysis.
No outliers.

Outlier intervention
No interventions (values are logically explainable).

No outliers.

N.A.

No outliers.

N.A.

No outliers.

N.A.

No outliers.

N.A.

No outliers.

N.A.

No outliers.

N.A.

No outliers.

N.A.

2999 rows with values outside the IQR ranges are deleted.

Replacement of values equal to 0 into the value associated with the
number of employees according to the quote issued.

Replacement of values equal to 0 into the value associated with the
insured salary according to the employee absenteeism policy
issued.
Replacement of values equal to 0 into the value associated with the
number of employees according to the employee absenteeism
policy issued.

No interventions (values are logically explainable).
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
No interventions (values are logically explainable).

No interventions (values are logically explainable).

N.A.
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ijngegevens
AverageMutationsVerz
ekerdloon
AverageMutationsWerk
nemers
ContactDate
ResponseDate
LooptijdContactDate
LooptijdResponseDate
AverageNumberClaims
AverageClaimLength
AverageVerzekerdLoon

No outliers.

N.A.

No outliers.

N.A.

Presence of dates being
in the future.
Presence of dates being
in the future.
No outliers.
No outliers.
No outliers.
No outliers.
No outliers (variables
indicating financial
measures were logtransformed before
analyzing).

Replacement by data import date.
Replacement by data import date.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
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Appendix D - Selected data features
Cox proportional hazard regression model:
1. Looptijd, 2. Kanaalcode, 3. Labelcode, 4. Ontvangeroutput, 5. Inloopindicator, 6. Uitloopindicator, 7.
IsZeZa, 8. Mutatie_Contactpersoon_1.0, 9. Mutatie_Contract_1.0, 10. Mutatie_Opschortingen_1.0, 11.
Mutatie_Termijngegevens_1.0, 12. Mutatie_Verzekerdloon_1.0, 13. Mutatie_Werknemers_1.0, 14.
Arrangementtypecode, 15. Verzuim_t.3_berekend_1.0, 16. LDV_module, 17.
LDV_RisicopremiecorrectieFactor, 18. LDV_rp., 19. LDV_k1, 20. LDV_k3, 21. LDV_i, 22. LDV_b2, 23.
LDV_b3, 24. LDV_prol_c, 25. LDV_m, 26. LDV_tp, 27. LDV_tp_pc, 28. LDV_bp., 29. VM_module, 30.
WGA_module, 31. WIA_module, 32. ZW_module, 33. TailArbodienstToEinddatum, 34.
TailBedrijfsgegevensToEinddatum, 35. TailBetaalgegevensToEinddatum, 36.
TailContactpersoonToEinddatum, 37. TailContractToEinddatum, 38.
TailMutatieOpschortingToEinddatum, 39. TailTermijngegevensToEinddatum, 40.
TailVerzekerdloonToEinddatum, 41. WerknemersDevelopment, 42. CategoryTelefoonnummer, 43.
AverageMutationsArbodienst, 44. AverageMutationsBedrijfsgegevens, 45. AverageMutationsContract,
46. AverageMutationsOpschortingen, 47. AverageMutationsTermijngegevens, 48. ContactDate, 49.
ResponseDate, 50. RecommendationScore, 51. ProcesType, 52. NPSIndicator, 53. LooptijdContactDate,
54. LooptijdResponseDate, 55. AverageNumberClaims, 56. AverageUitloopInd, 57. AverageBetTermijn,
58. MinIncassobetaalwijze, 59. MaxIncassobetaalwijze, 60. CompanySize, 61. CompanyAbsenteeism, 62.
ERCategory, 63. CompetitivePosition4, 64. WIA, 65. BeginYear, 66. Action.
Mean decrease accuracy ranking using random forest classification:
1. Looptijd, 2. Kanaalcode, 3. Labelcode, 4. Overigeindicator, 5. Contractduur, 6. Ontvangeroutput, 7.
Naverrekeningindicator, 8. Opzegtermijn, 9. IsFlexOpzegbaar, 10. Incassobetaaltermijn, 11.
Arbodienstcode, 12. Verzekerdloon, 13. X.werknemers, 14. Offerte_Verzekerdloon, 15.
Offerte_.werknemers, 16. Contactpersoon_Geslacht, 17. EersteAanlevering, 18. IsZeZa, 19.
Mutatie_Contract_1.0, 20. Verzuimpercentage_t.3, 21. Verzuim_t.3_bekend_1.0, 22.
Verzuim_t.3_berekend_1.0, 23. Verzuimpercentage_t.2, 24. Verzuim_t.2_bekend_1.0, 25.
Verzuim_t.2_berekend_1.0, 26. Verzuimpercentage_t.1, 27. Verzuim_t.1_bekend_1.0, 28.
Verzuim_t.1_berekend_1.0, 29. LDV_Verzuimverleden, 30. LDV_Verwachtverzuimpercentage, 31.
LDV_RisicopremiecorrectieFactor, 32. LDV_k1, 33. LDV_k3, 34. LDV_w, 35. LDV_prol_c, 36.
LDV_cc2, 37. LDV_tp, 38. LDV_bp., 39. VM_module, 40. VM_bp., 41. ZW_module, 42.
TailOpschortingToEinddatum, 43. TailArbodienstToEinddatum, 44. TailBedrijfsgegevensToEinddatum,
45. TailBetaalgegevensToEinddatum, 46. TailContactpersoonToEinddatum, 47.
TailContractToEinddatum, 48. TailMutatieOpschortingToEinddatum, 49.
TailTermijngegevensToEinddatum, 50. TailVerzekerdloonToEinddatum, 51.
TailWerknemersToEinddatum, 52. VerzekerdloonDevelopment, 53. WerknemersDevelopment, 54.
AverageMutationsOpschorting, 55. AverageMutationsArbodienst, 56.
AverageMutationsBedrijfsgegevens, 57. AverageMutationsBetaalgegevens, 58.
AverageMutationsContactpersoon, 59. AverageMutationsContract, 60. AverageMutationsOpschortingen,
61. AverageMutationsTermijngegevens, 62. AverageMutationsVerzekerdloon, 63.
AverageMutationsWerknemers, 64. ContactDate, 65. ResponseDate, 66. RecommendationScore, 67.
ProcesType, 68. Reason1, 69. Reason2, 70. NPSIndicator, 71. LooptijdContactDate, 72.
LooptijdResponseDate, 73. AverageNumberClaims, 74. AverageClaimLength, 75. AverageLateClaims,
76. AverageTimelyClaims, 77. AverageUitkering, 78. AverageContractduur, 79. AverageBetTermijn, 80.
MinIncassobetaalwijze, 81. MaxIncassobetaalwijze, 82. AverageClaimLoon, 83. AveragePolisLoon, 84.
RatioPolisLoon.ClaimLoon, 85. AverageVerzekerdLoon, 86. Verzuimpercentage_MAX, 87.
CompanyAbsenteeism, 88. BeginYear, 89. Action.
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Inner join of features selected by the methods above:
1. Looptijd, 2. Kanaalcode, 3. Labelcode, 4. Ontvangeroutput, 5. IsZeZa, 6. Mutatie_Contract_1.0, 7.
Verzuim_t.3_berekend_1.0, 8. LDV_RisicopremiecorrectieFactor, 9. LDV_k1, 10. LDV_k3, 11.
LDV_prol_c, 12. LDV_tp, 13. LDV_bp., 14. VM_module, 15. ZW_module, 16.
TailArbodienstToEinddatum, 17. TailBedrijfsgegevensToEinddatum, 18.
TailBetaalgegevensToEinddatum, 19. TailContactpersoonToEinddatum, 20. TailContractToEinddatum,
21. TailMutatieOpschortingToEinddatum, 22. TailTermijngegevensToEinddatum, 23.
TailVerzekerdloonToEinddatum, 24. WerknemersDevelopment, 25. AverageMutationsArbodienst, 26.
AverageMutationsBedrijfsgegevens, 27. AverageMutationsContract, 28.
AverageMutationsOpschortingen, 29. AverageMutationsTermijngegevens, 30. ContactDate, 31.
ResponseDate, 32. RecommendationScore, 33. ProcesType, 34. NPSIndicator, 35. LooptijdContactDate,
36. LooptijdResponseDate, 37. AverageNumberClaims, 38. AverageBetTermijn, 39.
MinIncassobetaalwijze, 40. MaxIncassobetaalwijze, 41. CompanyAbsenteeism, 42. BeginYear, 43. Action.
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Appendix E - Validation results per time window
Clustering method: K-means with Km=2.
Feature selection method: COX∩MDARF.
Time window
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Number of test cases
384
506
636
639
521
326
248
161
65
35
Weighted average
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AMAE
42,8
49,0
55,8
41,7
52,0
43,5
48,9
49,6
35,6
42,4
47,9

Appendix F - Benchmark results per time window
Clustering method: None.
Feature selection method: Selection of policies with end dates later than the highest integer product of
D days of retention that were passed by the customer being assessed.
Time window
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Number of test cases
384
506
636
639
521
326
248
161
65
35
Weighted average
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AMAE
84,8
96,6
101,4
104,1
112,0
102,6
100,9
94,4
106,7
89,4
100,7

